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EXEC1I IVE PRECIS

An experiment using FAA air traffic controllers in an environment
designed to be typical of low density airport terminals was cciducted
at NAFEC during March 1971. This setting was used in order to compare
the ART3 III level of terminal automation with the present "'manual"
system. A wide range of important indicators of air traffic control
performance was used in this co'iparison intended as part of the
evaluation of the decision to exercise the option to purchase the
remaining (third) lot of ARTS III equipmert; 64 installation sites
were specified in the initial contract, 29 sites remained in the third
lot option. In separate simulated experiments, both certificated and
trainee controllers were presented with identical traffic samples in a
s:atistically controlled environment. The important findings were:

1) There was a statistically significant reluction in
communications workloads due to ARTS III.

2) There was a statistically significant reduction in the time
that !FR and VFR aircraft were in violation of minimum air spacing
standards (conflicts) due to ARTS III.

There was ar, indicated reduction in conflicts between IFR
aircraft due to ARTS Ill.

3) There were no reductions in the time in system or increases
in the number o& aircraft handled that can be claimed for ARTS at the
level of automation and with the terminal geometry employed in this
study.

4) There were no statistically significant differencts between
the trainee and certificated controller groups in the categories of
time in system and numbers of aircraft handled. Homever, the trainee
group using ARTS III showed a statistically significant reduction in the
numbers af conflicts involving IFR aircraft. The measurements for
safety for the trainee controller using ARTS was generally comparable
to the certificated controller using ARTS. The performance of the
trainee group in separating IFR traffic with the manual system was
totally unsatisfactory,

5) Follow-on analyses of the conflict data were performed in an
attempt to isolate those specific features of ARTS III automation that
contribute significantly to the observed reduction in conflicts. These
analyses tend to show that Mode C or altitude information was an
important contributor, but this conclusion cannot be verified with
a high degree of statistical confidence.
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V ilar savings in operating costs were claimed- for ARTS III due to
redrt,,ons in training required for controller certification. These
savL-xs are not appreciable,, however, and do not affect the study's
resut ~s or conclusions. No dollar savings in costs. were claimed due
to iuctions in comaunications workload.

The dollar benefits likely to result from a reduction in midair
cOI :,ions, based upon the study's findings of statistically significant
a" ,•'irences in the time in conflict for IFR x VFR aircraft, were
esvrmated for a wide range of expected number of midair collisions and
frjr a similar range of values for the cost of an accident.

The study concludes that the installation of ARTS III equipment
is justified for ali locations involved in-the third lot procurement
*n the basis of using conservative estimates, the low end of the range,
for the number and dollar costs of midair col• sions that are expected
to occur in the next decade.
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"An experimert employing air traffic controllers from the Federal

Aviation Administration in a realistic, but simulated, terminal environ-

ment was conducted at the N~ational Aviation Facilities Exper-4mental

Center (1,AFEC) in Atlantic City, New Jersey, during March 1971. iL.

I:6& purpose was to aid in deciding whether an option to buy 2t,- .y!,:ems cl

automated equipment -- designated as ARTS III should be exercised.

A contract existed with the Univac Corporation to purchase a t, al of

64 ARTS Iii systems under three separate option agreements for Lnetalla-

tion at major air ter-minals. The options to buy lots one and two, to

be installed at the busier terminals, had already been exercised.

A simple terminal geometry, typical of tha less busy terminal

locations included in the third lot option, was devised as the appro-

priate setting in which to compare the ARTS III level of automation with

the present, so-called "manual" system. In isolated experiments,

certificated and trainee controllers were presented with identical

traffic samples under statistically controlled conditions. Detailed

measurements / comparative system performance -- some 80 specific

y .indices in sesen major categories -- were taken. All measurements

taken during the run of the experimene are shown in Section I of this

report, unedited, along with estimates of those statlztical measures

thought to be most relevant to the evaluation of significant differences

between systems. The statistical analyses of these indices of

performance, designated to be measured prior to the running of the

experiment revealed the follcwing general results:

'4 0
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1) There was a scatistically s-ignificant reduction, due to

ARTS 11!, in the performance category of Communications Workload. -

2) There was a sig1 ificant improvemert in the category of Safety,

due te A..S III, as measured by the violations of minimum spý,cing

standards (conflicts). Conflicts between aircraft recei-.- ng navigational

assistance as well as a traffic advisoty service from the FAA (those

operating under instrument Flight Rules, IFR) interacting with air- -

craft not under FAA control (those operating under Visual Fliight

Ru!Ps, VFR) were reduced to a statistically significant degree.

Conflicts between OFR aircraft were reduced to an indicated, thougth'

not statistically significant, degree using ARTS III.

3) There was no reduction in the category of Time in the ferminal

A-ea, and no increase in the Numbers of Aircraft Handled demonstrated

0

by ARTS equipment at the level of automation and for the terminal

geometry employed in this study.

4) There were no differences between the trainee and z.,:tificated

controller groups in the categories described above in item 3: Time

in the Terminal Area; Numbers of Aircraft Handled. The total .,:)°

performance of the trainee group, Lsing ARTS III equipment, was generally

comparable to that of the certificated group. However, the ability of

the trainee controller to avoid conflicts was highly unsatisfactory ,

when using the present manual system of control. This latter finding

indicated the possibility for aeriving dollar benefits from the reduction , y

in the period of training required for controller certification. This

: r) ' ,
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possibility, uncovered in an experiment using &Iaulated conditions,

has been verified by recent accounts of the experience in training

controllers in the use of ARTS equipment rertrted by the Atlanta

terminal facility.

IN The general theme suggested by the above findings is that ARTS IT1

equipment provides improved system performance in the most critical of 2
areasi safety. Based upon these experimental findings it was postu-

lated that a major factor contributing to the ability to control

traffic safely with fewer conflicts is the increased availability of

information in three dimensions concerning the location of all aircraft

within the terminal area. Aircraft for which spatial information in

"the x, y and z coordinates is available are defined as "known" to the

system. All IFR aircraft meet this definition. The radar contact pro-

vides spatial information to the ground controller in two dimensions.

Radio communication with the pilot confirms the third dimension, the

aircraft's altitude. Therefore, under the present manual system,

irformation in three dimensions is as recent as the last radio contact. P

For the ARTS system, this information is updated to be as recent as the

last radar sweep, if the aircraft is equipped with a beacon transponcer

with Mode C capability (i.e., the capability to transmit altitude
C.

V 0information automatically, in response to an interrogation by a ground

based radar beac3n). More importantly, according to the definition -"

adopted -- aircraft for which spatial information in all three dimensions

is lacking are Bgarded as "unknowns" -- all VFR aircraft are unknown

- '0
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to the present system of terminal control, whereas that portion of the

VFR traffic equipped with Mode C transformers are known to the ARTS

system. It is this latter feature of control that the study postulates

to be the discriminating element in the observed reduction in conflicts,

although other desirable features of control available from the ARTS

may have contributed as well. An extensive analysis of the experimemtal

data was undertaken to investigate whether it was possible to

specifically identify the features included in the package of automation

available from ARTS III that contributed most importantly to improved

system performance. This analysis was designed to answer the questions:

1) :-jere the data on the target's ground speed, displayed automatically on

the ARTS radar display, important to the controller; 2) was altitude

information important; and 3) did the mere "freshness" of the data

contribute to the controller's performance? The answers to these - c-'

questions would help immeasurably in defining the requirements for

future installations of automated equipment.

, An operational analysis of the data was performed, after the

"? ,experiment, by NAFEC personnel experienced in the methods and procedures

of air traffic control. In addition, The MITRE Corporation and the

Transportation Systems Center of the Department of Transportation

performed separate statis-ical analyses designed to isolate those

automation features whirth proved to be most beneficial to the controller.

The results of these follow-on analyses are contained in Appendix A to
-0

this report. A summary description of these post-experiment analyses

and their findings follow:

0<!-.
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1) The operational analysis which was performed by NAFEC applied

judgmr.tal factors based upon experience in order to weight the number

of conflicts by their degree of severity. The result was that conflicts,

adjusted for seriousness of the violation, were determined to be less

severe, in both hcrizontal and vertical directions, for the NAFEC

certificated controller and the trainee controller usinr; ARTS. But,

it was not possible to specifically identify the automation feature

contributing most significantly to this result.

2) The MITRE Corporation conducted statistical regression analyses

of the experimental data designed to determine a pattern for the number

of conflicts occurring on a controller's radar scope at any specified

instant of time. Sample measurements of conflict information were taken

at one minute intervals. The analysis of these conflict measurements,

which included a consideration of the degree of seriousness of the

violation, revealed that the number of unknown targets on the scope are

a statistically significant explanatory variable of the reduced numbers

of conflicts observed for the ARTS system. This confirms the position

held prior to the conduct of the experiment. However, the analysis also

revealed that the factors which influence conflicts are so numerous and

diverse that it is not possible to conclude on the basis of these data

that any single feature of ARTS III, such as Mode C or altitude capa-

bility, contributed in an appreciable way to the observed reduction in

conflicts.

amr
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3) The Transportation Systems Center was assigned the task of

performing some additional, more analytically sophisticated, statistical

tests to determine the contribution to improved safety made by the

addition of airborne transponders with Mode C capability. The idea

here was to determine whether these aircraft which are involved in

violations of airspace standards are affected significantly by the fact

that they were equipped with airborne transponders having Mode C capa-

bility. This is in contrast to the previous snalysis which determined

tjiat transponder equipped aircraft reduced system conflicts in general,

but which did not attempt to determine whether they were reduced for

those specific aircraft involved In the violation. Unfortunately, both

"the traffic samples and the design of the experiment conducted at NAFEC

did not allow for this kind of extended statistical treatment. The

only conclusion possible is that any effect that transponders with Mode C

might have in keeping aircraft having this equipment out of conflicts,

cannot be confirmed with high reliability by the experiment recently

conducted. It is hoped tnat this effect will be reinrw.'stigated in a future

experiment more appropriately designed to answer this specific question.

The results of the experiment -- all the data 'ollected, expressed

in tl.Vir physical units of measurement -- are shown in Section I of the

study. An interpretative Section II, which assesses the validity of

applying these results from a simulated experiment to real-world

problems, follows.

4/
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An estimate ef the dollar benefits likely to result from the

installation of ARTS equipment is shown in Section III. Since it is

not possitle to remove all of the subjective judgment that is necessary

to perform these analyses, the array of assumptions and inferences used

to obtain dollar estimates of the benefits to be derived fr,-c_ ARTS [ii

equipment are identified explicitly in this section in order that the

reader might, at least, confirm the estimates.

One of the pitfalls of cost/benefit analyses is that dollar benefits

are frequently double-counted, and more. However, it is usually

possible, when dealing with multidimensional indiees, to translate

changes in one dimension of performance into any of the others. For

example, a reduction in the safety dimension -- conflicts -- may be

translated into 1) a reduction in delays by asking the question: 'Tor

the same number of conflicts, how much longer would it take aircraft to

arrive or depart from a terminal using a manual system of control," or

into 2) an increase in controller capacity by rephrasing the question to

determine the increased numbers of aircraft that could be handled for

any identical number of conflicts. Similarly, the reductions in

communications workload, which was demonstrated to be significantly

lower for ARTS III controllers at very high levels of statistical

confidence, could be translated into a quantitative measure of the

probability that any given communication channel would be congested.

This probability could then be re-translated into a probability of

reduced conflicts. But, it is clearly in error to compute benefits by

summing up the separate dollar estimates for 1) Safety, 2) Delays,



3) Capacity, and 4) Ccumiuication-_ worki.-aid whben it is e1Lident that

these seeningly different dimensions of perforniance are not matually

exlusive. However, -here is one dimension to the job of controlling

aircraft that d--inates all the others, Safety. For this reason, the

dollar anvu-nts of benefits attributable to AURTS III, shown in Section 11,

are based ori aily upon this single, but critical, dimiension of the job.

Dollar benefi'ts due to increased safety werre based upon the observed

experim-en al finding -- index 54 -- that there is a statistically

significant difference in the time in conflict in the terminal area

between knowan aircraft (117R) and unknow-n aircraft (VFR) due to ART TTT.

This experimental finding of a significant reduction in -the time spent

inconflict was translated into a reduced probability of a m~idair

collision. other experimental findings, such as statistically signifi-

cant reductions in a wide category of measures for com=unications work-

load were not translated into dollar benefits for ARTS III, but were

assumied to be complementary influences contributing to the observed

reduction in index 54, the time in conflict. Therefore, except for a

small dollar benefit attributed to the experimentally observed, and

empirically verified, ability of ARTS III to reduce the time required to

train an apprentice controller, all dollar benefits are based on the

f single job dimension of safety. Every attempt was made to eliminate

any redundancy in dollar benefits claimed for ARTS III.

The dollar amounts of benefits shown in Section II were estimated

for a wide range of assumptions regarding the types of aircraft likely
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* ~display a conputer generated data block adjacenxt to a radar target.

All targe~s appearing on the radar scope oust be_ identified by otherI

neans. Limited target identification is available, however, at those

terminals scheduled to receive ARTS III eq-..ipn)ent in the third lot buy.

These locations all have wide band radars and beacon decoding eoqu4ipent
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betwee= radar targets • the aLphanumaric data nded for their control.

Ho-ever, once a corzuer is installed for this i-rpose, there are addi-

ticnal features that can be derived from the co=muter's ability to

re•peatedly perform logical calculations that enhance the controller's

ability to handle air traffic. For exap.le, the controller can obserre

a target move along his radar display and gauge its speed under the

present syste of control, by experience. But, this task becomes more

difficult if many targets are being worked and the controller's atten-

tion is diverted. On the other hand, a :-o=puter can record the time it

takes an aircraft to move between any two points -- the geography of a

given terminal is stored in its memory -- and it can display the ground

1W ~-
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speed of - airbarre target directly ap= the radar sccpe. Sinilarly,

rme ccmcmter c-n use a stored Progran of n-ainearertical aiogaxithmsti to

aticipate a target's future track. Kissed signals or signals which

are e.,iv!cal, due to reflections or gbosts, can be resolved and a data

b1cck assigned to the appropriate target within any order of statistical
Sreiability. Te additial aeutoated features available froim a comp-ter

sor -erograne has evolved frert considerable experience with prototype

installations at the !iew York Citty Ceon M Facility and at the Atlanta,

Ceorgia, facility. ihe autnmated equi.•ent at Ncew York, called A=S I.A,

was commissioned in. Jue 1969; the facility n Atlanta, called T S,

became fully operational in Septe=ber 1%66. The list of A.•S ! features,

Ssý-n below- in Table T, are currently in use at these facilities, but

both !Iew york and Atlanta terminals also have the sapability to track

targets based upon a response received fro= interrogation by the primary

radar. It is expected that the ability to track primary radar returns

f will be added to the present ARTS !!I equipment in follow-on updating of

this equipcent. In addition, it is expected that such further automated

features as computer assisted sequencing and spacing of arrival aircraft

will also be added to current ARTS !II capability. The use of ARTS Mii

as a platform for future levels of automation is an important element in-£

its design. ARTS III is designed to be modular: increased computer

memory can be added in discrete, modular, units either as traffic levels

increase or more automated features are desired. Despite these "platform"

benefits, the present study is limrit(d to a study of ARTS III for ARTS III

.......
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sake only- !R attemn has been =rade to simmlate any of the follou-on

features of automation, or to in~ute benefits from them. instead, the

study atteam~ted to construct the most realistic representation of the

following list of AMT I features at its NAM'E facility and to limit

its appraisal to Ehese features only.

.1 Table I

MAJOR FWINt(!r OF A-RTS ITT

*Tbe autiontic vlacenient of data tag in-formation - - 1) alpha-

numeric identity; 2) ground speed; and 3) altitude if target has

'mode c~.

9 Automatic initiation and display for discrete coded transponder

targets on takeoff; no keyboard entry is necessary.-

* interfacility handoff capability which transfers aiphanu-meric

tags between the terminal and the adjacent en route ARMC Center

equipped Stage A automzat ion of the National Airspace System.

e Intrafacility handoff capability which transfers tags from one

operating position to another within the terminal.

* * Quick-look capability which permits one position to look at

alphanumerics displayed at another position.

*Automatic track drop which will eliminate the tags at a

predetermined range and/or altitude.

in addition, keyboard controls enable the controller to eliminate

fields in the tag, manually drop tracks and otherwise tailor the physical
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presentation (intensity of targets -- alphanumerics, operating range

and offset) to his particular requirements.

* Flight emergencies

A special emergency code is inserted over the alphanumeric tag

of any flight which develops an emergency. This code appears on all

controller radar displays in the facility and an audible signal isI
activated to alert all controllers. one control position is then

assigned to work w-ith the distressed aircraft until the emergency is

resolved.

A typical ARTS III display is shown in Figure 1. The wanual system

can Ie described as a similar display in which no data block is attached

to t',- radar target shown. The writing of relevant information required

for the control of air traffic directly on the radar display is the

essential element of ARTS level of automation. The study's purpose is

to detev:•,ine whether the automatic tracking and radar scope display

of this information is sufficiently beneficial to justify the installa-

tion of AXIlS III equipment at .-hose terminal locations identified in

the third IoL option.

ARTS III Candidate Locatio-s

Table 2 identifies the terminals included in the third lot option

to buy. The itinerant operations for FY 1970 at the primary airports

scheduled for ARTS III installations are also shown in Lhis table. These

numbers of operations were a major part of the criteria u:ý-.d to select

the ARTS III candidate locations. However, as a result of this study,

numbrs f oeraionswer a ajo par ofthecrieriau..~d o slec

L• ii
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Table 2

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS AT AIRPORTS
PROPOSED FOR THE THIRD LOT PROCUIMENT, ARTS III

FY 1970

(In flousands)

Itinerant Operations* -JAir General sum,
Airport Carrier Aviation Military Itinerant Local Total

Tampa 83.0 61.7 0.7 145.4 12.8 158.2
Baltimore 131.2 93.5 2.4 227.1 11.4 238.5
Portland, Orego, 91.5 59.2 14.5 165.2 17.3 182.5
Orlando -- 136.9 2.0 138.9 57.7 196.6
Dayton 59.5 97.8 0.3 157.6 44.6 202.1

Omaha 46.8 95.0 1.6 143.3 90.1 233.4
Nashville 63.9 86.2 7.6 157.7 51.1 208.8
Jacksonville 49.1 30.6 11.2 90.9 13.1 104.0
Louisville (Stand) 83.3 41.3 8.0 132.6 14.0 146.6
Birmingham 48.1 87.4 17.1 152.6 78.9 231.5

Hartford (Windsor Locks) 60.2 66.5 7.1 133.8 21.7 155.5
Salt Lake City 68.1 125.5 9.9 203.5 89.9 293.4
Rochester, N.Y. 61.3 69.5 1 3 132.0 102.4 234.4
Syracuse 61.3 49.8 9.7 120.8 29.9 150.7
Tulsa (Int'l) 48.5 109.8 7.0 165.4 45.2 210.6

Albuquerque 46.1 98.4 29.6 174.1 39.2 213.2

Providence, R.I. 54.8 71.7 9.6 136.1 65.3 201.5
El Paso 30,2 95.3 22.3 155.9 84.1 239.9
Albany 50.1 59.1 1.9 111.1 35.1 146.2
Tucson 36.8 65.9 10.6 113.3 88.0 201.3

Shreveport (Greater) 36.9 23.0 0.6 60.5 14.8 75.2
Charlotte, N.C. 62.7 86.8 4.4 153.9 11.0 164.9
Burbank 31.2 147.9 2.1 181.3 65.9 247.1
Buffalo 82.1 55.5 1.1 138.7 30.9 169.6

NAFE (Ra9D)

Raleigh/Durham 32.. 71.3 5.9 109.3 38.2 I,7.5
Sacramento (Metro) 34:0 34.7 1.5 71.1 48.0 119.1
Des Moines 35 3 82.3 7.9 125.5 60.9 186.4
Milwaukee (Mitchell) 79.1 91.2 7.2 177.5 76.2 253.7

_ Traffic activity at secondaly airports is not included in this table.

SOURCE; FAA Air Traffic Activity Report, FY 1970.
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it is rýco=ended that the criteria for installing ARTS be amended to
_4

include all aircraft that use the terminal airspace. Operations at

secondary airports are, therefore, included in Table 18 %p. 97). This

latter table of operations was the one used in the analysis of the costs

and benefits associated with the installation of ARTS III equipment at

tera--nals with given levels of traffic activity.

ARTS III Facility and Equipment Program Costs

Table 3 identifies the procurement and other facility and equipment

costs attributable to the ARTS III program.

Table 3

ARTS III F&E PROGRAM COSTS

(In Millions of Dollars)

Lot 1 Lot 2 l-t 3 Total

!umber of
Facilities 12 23 29 64

$ Contract $11.504 $18.178 $22.200(1) $51.882

$ Other (2) 2.696 3.706 4.400 10.802

1.791 (3) 1.791(3)

$ Total $14.200 $23.675 $26.600 $64.475

(1) Of the $26.311 million current contract Lot 3 ceiling, it if
estimated that hardware, software and installation costing $22.200
million will be procured by the agency.

(2) Includes FAA regional engineering, site preparation, spares, factory
inspection, freight, supervision of contractors, on-site activities
and other "in-house" costs.

(3) Lot 3 terminaticn cost being held by office of Budget.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ARTS III SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

A. The Facility

The function of the Air Traffic Control Simulation Facility is

to provide, through the employment of simulation techniques, an

environment in which to study, research, and investigate present and

future ATC systems. These laboratories are located at the National

Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC), Atlantic City,

New Jersey. The recently acquired Digital Simulation Laboratory,

through the use of its target generation equipment, data display

equipment and data collection equipment provides a means of conducting

ATC simulations under laboratory controlled conditions with unprecedented

precision. Figure 2 is a photograph of the displays and equipment used

in the experiment. The controller shown is a trainee from the Southern

Region.

B. The Experimental Design

An experiment which simulated the air traffic control procedures

at a simple terminal configuration -- one arrival; one departure and

one flight data/coordinator position, a type typical of the locations

in the third lot buy -- was conducted at the NAFEC facility in March

1971. The terminal geography used in the study is shown in Figure 3.

Six teams of certificated controllers were presented with identical

traffic samples using two different systems: ARTS III and manual. Each

team had three members operating the positions described above. The
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con3sisted of 72 trials: 36 with certificated controllers, 36 with

developmental controllers. X/

The propo'rtion of air carrier, military and general aviation aircraft

included in each of the three sample varieties -- A, B, C -- was based

I/ For a detailed description of the R&ME test plan see Ref. 1.
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A l~rge =me or neases were epeternine arrr to tba condut of

t ~ ~ ~ ~ LC= -ei~t s~~c i=-icators -if the coaplez jo~b of

camtiol'irg? air- traffic in thbe terimial a~irsVpace. These are identiffied

in Table 8, an-d are s~mzerized bekri by categor-y: the actual record of

ezrer-ime= a! results, witich are keyed to Table 8, is shoumn in T able 8A_.

index 'b - Description Category

1-3 AicafHandled

4-11 Time in System

45'- EdiEoriesowservd by referee)

The above categories of performance were monitored by computer and

recorded automatically with the exception of category 45-48, Advisories

"observed by referee." it was felt, prior to the conduct of the experi-I * ment that certain critical facets of safety ia performance could Dot be

monitored automatically. For example, a controller using ARTS might

have the additional and highly relevant information that a VFR aircraft

with a Mode C transponder was at a conflict altitude with an !FR

4 2/ For a detailed description and rationale for recording the-e
meas-res, see Ref. 2. It is important to note that the specifi-
cation of these performance indices was made three months prioi
to the conduct of the experiment.

's4 -'-0-- ' 0
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Table 8

index No. Description of Indices of Performance

1 limber arrivals
2 .i•ber departure-s
3 Total arrivals and departures
4 Co=pleted system time, average for arrivals
5 Completed system time, average for departures
6 Actual flight time, start to runway, average

for arrivals
6-8 Index 6 less index 8 - Actual flight time

7 Actual flight time, runway to termination,
average for departures

8 Actual flight time, handoff to runway, average
for arrival

9 Actual flight time, runway to handoff, average
. for departures

10 Total delay time, average for arrivals
11 Total delay time, average for departures

Time i-n communications:

12 Arrival controller - radio
13 Arrival controller - phone
14 Departure controller - radio
15 Departure controller - phone
16 Controller team - radio
17 Controller team - phone

Requests for reldentification:

18 Arrival controller
19 Departure controller
20 Controller team

Requests for altitude verification:

21 Atrival controller
22 Departure controller
23 Controller team

Directives for steering vectors:

24 Arrival controller
25 Departure controller
26 Controller team

(Cont 'd)

-W
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Table 8 (Cont'd)

Index No. Description of Indices of Performance

- fAverage communications time per aircraft:

27 Arrival controller - radio
28 Arrival controller - phone
29 Departure controller - radio
30 Departure controller - phone
31 Controller team - radio
32 Controller team - phone

Average requests for reidentification per aircraft:

33 Arrival controller
34 Departure controller
35 Coutroller team

Average requests for altitude verification per aircraft:

36 Arrival controller
37 Departure controller
38 Controller team

Average directives for steering vectors per aircraft:

39 Arriual controller
40 Departure controller
41 Controller team

45 Number of traffic advisories without altitude
info'-otion

46 Number of traffic advisories with altitude
information

47 Number of traffic --oiding actions without
altitude information

48 Number of traffic avoiding actions with altitude
information

Number of separation standards violations:

51 VFR/IFR
52 IFR/IFR
53 Gross

(Cont'd)

V
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Table 8 (Cont'd)

Index No. Description of Indices of Performance

Total time in violation:

54 VFR/IFR
55 IFR/IFR
56 Gross

Probability a communication channel is busy

61 Radio - Arrival Controller
62 Radio - Departure Controller
63 Phone - Arrival Controller
64 Phone - Departure Controller
65 Phone - Coordinator Controller

Expected duration of call, given communication
channel is busy (expected wait time for ctlear

transmission):

71 Radio - Arrival Controller
72 Radio - Departure Controller

73 Phone - Arrival Controller
74 Phone - Departure Controller
75 Phone - Coordinator Controller

81-89 Indices of "orderliness"; alternative weighting schemes
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aircra--ft that he was working. A traffic advisory or a directional

r-ector would, therefore, be given to this IFR aircraft -- on a time I

az-4i!able basis -- in accordance with the present legally prescribed

oroedures for controllers. On the other hand, the controller using

the -anyual system would be ignorant of the altitude of the VFR aircraft.

ND a&•isory or change in directional vector could be given on the basis

of tmkno•wn information. A distortion in test results would occur. The

critical avoi,.ance of an unsafe situation would be recorded, automatically,

only as an increase in the time in terminal for an IFR aircraft. In

I addition, it would clearly not be vali, to test for statistically

significant differences between the ARTS and marnual systems of control
_sin.e these indices (46 and 48) are logically fixed at zero for the

mannual system. in the same_ way, no statistical interpretation is possible

for indices (45 and 47) which measure the number of times advisories

were given unnecessarily by a manual controller who did not have relevant

altitude information concerning VFR aircraft in the vicinity. For this

reason, it was decided to record category 45-48, derived by observation,

in a separate effort and to subject the data to independent evaluation.

S~This effort Droved unproductive. No useful information was obtained

because, apparently, controllers think quite far ahead in maintaining

aircraft separation. It was, therefore, not possible, without recon-

structing the total thought processes of the controller, to determine

whether some specific evasive action was prompted by the display of

altitude information for a given aircraft. But, despite the fact that

catego-y 45-48 provided io additional data, the situations described

gl
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above were evidently captured sufficiently by the compulzr monitoring

of the other categories of performances: 1) the evasive actions taken

by the ARTS controllers were, obviously, contributing factors to the

observed reduction in conflicts, category 50; 2) the fewer unnecessary

advisories given by ARTS contributed to the reduced numbers of radio

communications observed for this system, category 12.

The following indices were derived analytically from the above,

observed, measures:

Index No. Description Category

60-75 Communication Channel Congestion

80-90 Indices of "orderliness"

The indices of channel congestion (60-75) are merely translations of

data previously obtained in category 12-41 into probability estimates that

some channel of communication will be busy, and into an estimate of the

expected time it would take for the channel to clear. This is a convenient

method that provides the analytical platform to allow for the exchange of

significant reductions in Comnunications Workload into the more critical

currency, Safety. Since it has been argued previously that such a trans-

lation involves a double counting of benefits, no such translation ot the

increased probabilities of receiving a busy signal into an increasing

probability of a conflict was attempted. And, no additional importance

was attributed to the fact that the experiment demonstrated a significant

reduction, at a high degree of statistical confidence, in the probability

that a channel would be busy or to the fact that there was a significant

' ' I

)
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reduction in the'expected waiting time for clearance. These facts

were considered to be mere reflections of significant reductions in

Communications Workload which have already been observed in category 12-41. '1
A separate and detailed =•alysis of category 50, Conflicts, was

undertaken with the help of a newly devised measure, an index of I
"orderliness." 2/ This mueasure was determined- from a set of mathematical I
equations that attempted to represent an aircraft's flight path. By -

extending the mathematical vector of an aircraft's heading and speed it

is possible to predict the minimum separation distance between targets

for any given interval of time. The index then counts all instances in 4

w4ich this distance plus vertical separation are beloi established legal

standards. A violation of airspace separation standards is predicted to

occur unless the aircraft changes its heading, speed, or altitude.

Different indices were defined by using various weighting schemes in

an attempt to adequately describe the severity of the conflict. Are

conflicts which are one mile apart twice as severe as those which are

two miles apart (an inversely proportional weighting scheme); are they

four times as severe (inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance)? several alternative weighting schemes were investigated. The 3

most recent of these versions -- index 89 -- is reported in Table 8.

However, the conclusions were found to be not severely affected by the

particular weighting scheme selected. As anticipated, the index of

3/ A measure defined by A. G. Halverson of NAFEC. For a detailed
description of this measure, see Ref. 3.

iI' t
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-lorde--- =nPss- nee only proved to be a ;nod oy- for tbe-e o

conflicts, but to haue certain a- te c a direct mease of these

j .co-_fLicts. For a-- thing, the aia!ytical!y deried i f orriiress= S:

reflects trh severity of the violation, •rhe cirect ccxint of tmhe ==fer of

conflicts does not. inices 54-56, T-in in Co-_flict, reflect severity - -

to a niLted de-gza -- i.e.., it is v-orse to be in comlict for 50 seconds

rather than 40 -- bat indices 80-90 i--?a--t both a dimension of tire 2nd

distance to the conflict -Further, it _as ass.red that the record of

conflicts wouWi proviw a pa-ucity of infor=atioza suited to further

analysis. Conflicts are unusual events and it is difficult to look for

patterns and attribute th-em to causes viaen the data are not sufficien-t

for this purpose. However, the index of "orderliness" is a highly

visible number that can be derived aralytically at any instant in tine.

Moreover, as an index capable of continuous -easure ent it is amenable to

mathematical treatment Ly unsophisticated methods. Conflicts, on the

other hand, are a discrete variable. At any instant in time, either there

are conflicts or there are none. Dependent variables of zero magnitude

rtquire special analytical treatment. In sucmary, indices 80-90 are

continuous measures of large dimension especially suited for the purpose

of evaiaatin% patterns of conflict, but only if it can be established

that they are an appropriate surrogate for the actual record.of

contlicts.

The Transportation Systems Center of the Department of Transportation

was charged with the responsibility of determining whether any of the

1g
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em rsi-e~d as -n essential elemeat orfti stmz5y, ja ter --~ care-Jgory, based ath m iez of r~ %--asadded to t'I:argets:: z 7

*their nuzcber, t!-e method of controlm(? or Yr-a-), the vf or ranspciee-r

was recorded at one- minuzte interrvals. - hesee data together -.ith tr;-e

deter-mination -f- the nbrof conflicts an2 derived estim-ate of heb-

index of orderliness -w.ere recorded for each contrý;ller pozsitian- Th-ej

conclusions irawn fr.= an analysis of this record will bee reported

separately in Appendix A.

B. Reporting Format

I A total of 36 observations for each of the two controller groups

were made for the indices listed in Table 8. An example of the reporting

4/ For a detailed description of this work, see Ref. 4.
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TotE 158 1: :1 j__ __

57 519 59_ _I_91815 120 __ ____

134. &__7 154I__ 23 69

5 2--d 1710 143! -15-4 576

Tot72 304 2611 2511 8

I1 160 13 o 662 64
1st 114 332, 3

6 12d1 9 1263 1071 181 6 2
Tt 23 23 20117 511 89 52

1-st -1-30 M~in.
2 &- - 30-60 Min.

Tot. - 1-60 M{in.



A________

A ss ý' laaI =sis aeSI&Me to r= s:Zit ifeene

anc e Q~rzlescb=m- f cr tbem. systems of c=cto! was =erFcr=PeA_

Tb eie I cI s~~~~ saifc n t Ca± be a i± to a:q

abserzed differezes i1- test res~lts is indircated in 7tblaa SA, ~e

*ýsiiZicz~e_'O Thie =bers -- zvo - -01, ..05, etc-. - a=e cale-d

a"ýz (a ) va.lmes 2=d arme to be -epreted as mnezni=- that tbhe cbser-.ed

differemr-es in -ra ales as areas those sbmm j= TaLble a& cCO!d be

ex~ected to be due to cbemce craly a percent (i.e.., I percent, 5 percent,

etc.) ef the tirL-e- -ze standmard -t" test for d~eternini-zg significat-

differences is means w.as erployed. Am anmalysis of variance was perfozre~d

in order to eliminate those sources or error uiaich could be accounted

for statist ically. The residual, expeerizental error, was used as the

denocainator for the 'tt" test. Those differences .-which resuiLted in

0I values of 0.25 or less are show.n in Table 8A. This means that there

~-- ~ j~-;<- q-
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Three ror• entrees appear for each index to indicate:

1. 1st half hour (low traffic activity)

2. 2nd half hour (high traffic activity)

3. Full hour (co-zbined traffic activity)

l'



lie6~(Ctc= d

Cfe o5 ircmft

1 10.61 10.28 .25 10.61 10.56

1&-.50 i4.66 13.61 13-50I25.11 24.33 24.22 24.-m
2 17.-44 1.61 177S-4 17.83

19.G3 20.33 22.50 22-53

37.28 37-54- 40.44 40-67
3 28.-6 27.$9 2F.56 28.39

34-33 34 -3 9 36.11 36.33
62-39 62.283 64-67 6'4. -772

6 84 857 .25 806 825
1117 1189 .25 1130 112753
976 103 .25 990 991

5 68 21 722 702 705
317 306 827 831 1
819 Sit- 771 775-•

6 3 852 .25 805 818
1083 1172 .25 1095 1127
976 1033 .25 967 991

6-8 216 205 .25 200 186 .25 :
317 310 297 250 .10. -,

274 264 255 221 .05

7 628 636 .05 627 627
650 651 667 665
639 644 649 649

8 619 647 .25 606 632 .05
766 862 .10 798 877 .10
703 769 .10 712 770 .05

9 187 197 .25 176 166 .25
193 196 475 494
190 196 184 171 .25

(Cont 'd)
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Table SA (Cone d)

I RT!F!CA¶ED CCU7WT1F? NOI-ý A CCNIZjgMIU.E-S

M IUM- IARTS III IS~I1C-MTFCA-av K Im~a s in IIs1Q1FZAr E -

10 124 14 .25 99 10i
352 :'23 .25 34-8 410 .25
255 3MW .25 238 276 .25

11! 19 20 4 6
183 173 83 90
100 96 40 46

12 316 280 .01 34"9 330 .10
457 416 .25 472 481
"773 695 .05 821 811

13 123 35 .01 118 40 .01
143 441 .0! 120 41 .0i
266 78 .0i 238 80 .0!

14 251 215 .10 247 224 .25
300 260 .25 329 310 .25
550 4-75z .10 576 535 .25

'15 165 36 .01 193 27 .01
227 73 .0i 264 35 .01
392 110 .Ol 457 62 .01

16 566 494 .05 596 555 .10
756 676 .10 801 791

1323 1170 .05 1396 1346 .25
17 292 79 .01 321 73 .01

438 195 .01 464 133 .01
731 274 .01 7,6 206 .01

number of actions

18 .56 .00 .01 1.17 .00 .01
2.00 .11 .05 4.11 .06 .10
2.56 .11 .01 5.28 .06 .05

19 .06 .28 .25 .11 .00 .25
.56 .22 .05 .33 .11
.61 .50 .44 .11 .25

20 .61 .28 .25 1.28 .00 .01
2.56 .33 .05 4.44 .17 .10
3.17 .61 .01 5.72 .17 .05

21 7.11 2.61 .25 2.44 .83 .05
6.06 2.78 2.83 2.11

13.17 5.39 .25 5.28 2.94 .05

(Cont 'd)
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Table 8A (Cont'd)

VCERTIFICATED CONRORLIERS NON-CERTIFICATED COMTMOLIERS

A I IIR I SIGNIFICANRCE MANUAL ARTS III ISIGNIFICANCE
S22 16.11 3.61 .05 10.61 2.56 .05

18.56 5.06 .01 13.89 4.44 .05
34.67 8. 7 .05 24.50 7.00 .01

23 23.22 6.22 .05 13.06 3.39 .05
24.61 7.83 .05 16.72 6.56 .01
47.83 14.06 .05 29.78 9.94 .01

24 36.28 36.39 48.06 46.06 .10
55.44 61.06 .25 64.89 71.11 .25
91.72 97.44 .25 112.94 117.17

25 10.72 8.89 9.83 10.00
11.89 12.39 12.83 13.50
22.61 21.28 22.67 23.50

26 47.00 45.28 57.89 56.06 j
67.33 73.44 .25 77.72 84.61 AO0

114.33 118.72 135.61 140.67' .25

seconds per aircraft

27 29.67 27.28 .10 33.22 31.39 .25
31.72 29.78 .25 35.22 35.67
30.83 28.61 .10 34.17 33.72

28 11.78 3.56 .01 11.11 3.78 .01
10.00 3.22 .01 9.00 3.00 .01
10.67 3.28 .01 9.89 3.39 .01

29 14.33 12.11 .05 13.78 12.56 .25
15.06 12.83 .10 14.67 13.56 .05
14.72 12.50 .05 14.50 13.28 .05

30 9.44 2.11 .01 10.89 1.50 .01
11.72 3.67 .01 11.67 1.67 .01
10.56 2.94 .01 11.44 1.44 .01

31 20.17 17.67 .01 21.00 19.50 .25
22.33 19.61 .10 22.28 21.78
21.28 18.72 .05 21.63. 20.67 .25

32 10.39 2.83 .01 11.17 2.67 .01
12.94 5.56 .01 12.94 3.67 .01
11.72 4.39 .01 12.17 3.28 .01

(Cont 'd)
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Table 8A (Cont'd)

CERTIFICATED CONTROLLERS NON-CERTIFICATED CONTROLLERS (
INDEX MANUAL ARTS III SIGNIFICANCE MANUAL ARTS III SIGNIFICANCE

actions per aircraft

33 .05 .00 .01 .11 00 .01
.14 .01 .05 .32 .00 .10
.10 .00 .01 .21 .00 .10

34 .00 .02 .25 .01 .00 .25
.03 .01 .05 .01 .00
.02 .01 .01 .00 .25

35 .02 .01 .10 .04 .00 .01.08 .01 .05 .12 .00 .10

.05 .01 .01 .09 .00 .05
36 .68 .25 .25 .23 .08 .05

.42 .20 .21 .15

.52 .22 .25 .22 .12 .05
37 .92 .21 .05 .59 .14 .05

.93 .24 .01 .62 .20 .01

.92 .22 .01 .61 .17 .01
38 .82 .22 J5 .46 .12 .01

.71 .22 .01 .46 .18 .05

.76 .22 .05 .45 .15 .01
39 3.43 3.58 4.57 4.40

3.83 4.34 .05 4.82 5.28 .10
3.65 4.00 .05 4.70 4.89 .05

40 .62 .50 .25 .54 .56
.60 .62 .57 .59
.60 .56 .56 .58

41 1.68 1.63 2.03 1.98
1.96 2.13 .25 2.16 2.34 .25
1.83 1.90 2.10 2.18 .10 .

number of actions

45 5.67 .67 .01 5.83 3.72 .10
46 .00 .22 .25 .00 .89 .25
47 .39 .00 .00 .00 I :d
48 .00 .00 .00 .11
51 .50 .44 .06 .06

1.50 1.11 .25 1.28 1.78 .25
2.00 1.56 .25 1.33 1.83 .25

(Cont'd)

• _, 0 3. -
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Table 8A (Cont'd)

CERTIFICATED CONTROLLERS NON-CERTIFICATED CONTROLLERS

INDEX MANUAL JARTS III NSIGIFICANCE MANUAL JARTS III JSIGNIFICANCE

52 .94 .78 1.28 .78 .10
4.06 3.56 4.06 1.89 .10
5.00 4.33 5.33 2.67 .05

53 4.44 4.28 5.78 5.94
15.89 16.00 18.94 18.67
20.33 20.28 24.72 24.61

time in seconds

54 64 32 .25 10 14
85 58 .05 65 87

149 90 .05 75 101 .25
55 37 19 .25 65 40 .25

2 178 182 354 142 .10
214 201 419 182 .10

56 238 171 .05 262 220 .10
767 736 947 781

1005 907 1209 1001

probability

61 .176 .157 .01 .193 .184 .25
.253 .231 .25 .262 .267
.215 .193 .05 .227 .225

62 .1,41 .118 .05 .137 .124 .25
168 .146 .25 .183 .172 .10
.152 .132 .10 .159 .149 .25

63 .068 .020 .01 .066 .022 .01
.078 .022 .01 .067 .021 .01
.074 .022 .01 .066 .022 .01

64 .091 .021 .01 .108 .015 .01
.126 .042 .01 .147 .019 .01
.108 .031 .01 .127 .018 .01

65 .002 .003 .006 .004
.037 .043 .046 .031 .10
.021 .023 .025 .018 .25

(Cont 'd)

"Al
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Table 8A (Cont'd)

MWCEIFICATED CON.ROLLERS NON-CERTIFICATED CONTROLLERS

~ jX~t?.LAUSS III SIGNIFICANCE MANUAL ARTS III SIGNIF ICANCE

timz in seconds

71. 2.14_ 2.04 .25 2.40 2.42
2.19 2.01 .10 2.33 2.42 .25
2.18 2.03 .10 2.36 2.42

" "2 2.47 2.37 2.69 2.70
2.21 2.20 2.50 2.59
2.33 2.28 2.58 2.64

'73 7.63 5.65 .01 7.25 6.33 .05
9.71 6.59 .01 8.24 6.32 .01
8.81 6.25 .01 7.80 6.52 .01

74 10.14 7.15 7.91 7.25
8.66 8.38 9.47 7.80 .10
9.69 8.31 8.82 8.67

75 1.60 3.00 3.69 1.96 .25
11.66 10.91 7.76 5.32 .10
11.72 10.88 7.76 5.37 .10

index of orderliness

89 277 159 .25 425 172
t

Io
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is a statistical likelihood of three out of four that the observed

differences were due to some functional cause; not chance.

A short note is, perhaps, in order to remind the reader that
the (I level at which an observed difference is considered to be
significant is not a matter to be settled by the statistician.
A rational decision requires that the practical, not statistical,
significance of a difference be considered. Only the manager
responsible for choosing between alternative systems of equipment
can assign the appropriate practical value to be placed on
differences between candidate systems. To repeat, the statistician
can make quantitative estimates of the differences in means and he
can indizate the likelihood that these differences are attributable
to real or functional causes, if certain assumptions about the
frequency distribution of events are made. But, the relevant
determinant of differences between systems must always depend upon
the costs involved in making either of the two possible types of
statistical error: rejecting a hypothesis that the systems are
not different when, in fact, they are different, b) accepting
a hypothesis that the systems are different when, in fact, they
are not. The costs of making a mistake in either of the above _

two ways determine the practical significance of the experimental
results. The statistician's tools can tell us nothing about this. i
The costs involved in accepting the hypothesis that ARTS equipment

results in fewer conflicts than the use of the present equipment when,

in fact, it does not, are the costs associated with buying more expensive

equipment, needlessly. However, if we reject the hypothesis that ARTS

is safer when, indeed, it is, then we are making a mistake of greater

dimension. In order to guard against this very costly error -- the

precise degree of cost depends, remember, on the subjective judgment of

the person charged with making the decision -- we should be willing

to accept the premise that ARTS is better than manual at a practical

1.7- ý11-- 4- WT O
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level of significance that is in considerable exces§ of statistical

significance. 5/

On the other hand, there are cases in which the practical level of

significance may be less than some conventional level of statistical

significance. For example, indications of differences in communication

workloads, especially those involved with talephore co~munications have

less practical significance. Ignoring, for the momer., any ancillary

consideratibns of safety dbe to the fact that lines may be busy at

inopportune times, differences in the number of telephone communications

can alwe s be accommodated, cheaply, by installing more lines. (Not so,

perhaps, for radio communications, especialy if the limit of available

frequencies has been reached. However, this limit is not likely to be

reached at any time in the near future for the specific terminal

locations in our study.) For this reason, we should insist on very

high levels of statistical significance beTfore we accept the premise

that ARTS requires less time in phone communication than the manual

system. The level of statistical significance determined by experiment

di-1 prove to be very high; 1 = 0.01.

5/ A succinct description of the point we are making can be found in the
New York Daily News of May 15, 1972, (p. 20). Under the headline
"Heart Drug Dropped After Death Rate Study" there appears the
following quotation attributed to Dr. Jeremiah Stamler, a noted
cardiologist at Northwestern University Medical School in Chicago:
"The number of deaths," he declared, "was not statistically
significant but one prefers not to wait for statistical signifi-
cance -- you quit. In medical research, above all there is a
responsibility to avoid harm. That is why we made the decision."

Aw4
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Mfost ic=?ortantly, no data revealed by the ex~itindicate that

SAES -is less safe tha- the mia-ual system. There is no evi6ence, -eer

i=)licit, that AETS does harm.

To the contrary, the evidence indicates that the potent•_l
for increased safety is probably being understated in the table
of results presented. If inferences are dra--n frai the entire
second half of the enerinent which used trainee controllers,

j the potential exists for the cortificated controller to do even
better in their ability to separate M x IM aircraft. It can

* be argued that the trainee controller's ic-roved perf1 -ithI..ART S was the result of this group being less accust&=ed to the
j canual system. The opportunity to discard old habits and to

utilize the autocmated system core fully will be realized, in ti.e,
to a greater extent by the certificated controller.

It is also essential to point out that it was never the study's

intention to analyze the experimental data for isolated instances of

statistical significance. Somi-e 240 measures were recorded -- about I.
80 separate indices in three time periods -- and it would be a simple,

as well as incorrect matter to highlight those indices which favored

'. ARTS to a statistically significant degree, and ignore all others. We

have already indicated how statistical significance can be an irrelevant

criterion for decision making, but since this was the criterion

established in discussions with the panel of reviewers in the Department

of Transportation and the Office of Management and Budget, we had no

choice other than to accept their dictate of t1is criterion. However,

we voluntarily imposed an additional, more stringent and valid, standard

of analysis based upon logical, and not merely statistical, considerations.

We attempted to determine the causal or inherent differences between

systems. Explanations or hypotheses to explain these anticipated

-73
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differe=BS wee =Pas-e- befrore t~xe r Off the Mxdfme emcf s

obser%- fin ~f ~ emeas~es had Ito be Z~Z=e f= By a a=S--! lIfrh

to 2 real difrferece betueen tche AMS amx5 ==anoal sys 70= le,

it was anticipated that the nadni~ ni~imme b7 aR!S 11;

L--"- t was the- camwrireal display of ~ne~a~~rl~nto rhe cactrol

I-of airorafft: ahb=anmxeric identity, g~c-r-A speed atnd altittde - It: W2s

exnected that a cOc~roller UVC~d reanet to this informmattion bw' tak-:=&an

increased -rof. act ians to zzoid ccnfulicts; act Icris w-hich-, ob-.i~usIY,

would nort be taken in the absence of szch iforat ien. Suffice it to sar,

we did obserre that -index 26 -- "directives for steerirg -vectors" -- were

higherr for the A-R7S systeza. wiith =are steering v~ectors given under AonS,

conmsistent with hypothesis that the data block is r-ele-van=t to the cont-rol

of aircraft, there is then no logical explanation to account for an]

expoectation that the tin-e spent- in ternizal. con-trol -- index 8 -- would

be less using ARTS. The experiment verifies that it is -not.

Finally, we inaposed a standard for the analysis that is si=nilar to

the standard of statistical significance in that it was dictated to us

by the panel of reviewers, and is equally susceptible to spurious or

irrelevant conclusions. This additional standard limited the analysis

to only those differences which could be translated into dollar benefits.

Throughout history, the essence of the contribution made by
automation from the days before the invention of the plow, to the
sewing machines of the 19th century, and including the wonders of
today's technology has been the ability to reduce the variation in
individual performance. We now live in a world where few of us
ever know the pleasure of nibbling at a tub of great tasting butter,
but we seldom are also disappointed in the other d-irection. "Homoge-
nized" is the label that typifies today's products and services. our



CCMXpee Wit rr' 1=e !Z- rfZ M=Y B=y ty==a
&rite esery~on else.. it is the~iir glto MO =are.. M irf~
stat-d~ ofI frfc-u-t zo a ar Me o R=as 7 is
tbdrr- t rat- e af Ztin=i=zn. so, too, w-t- awsK rnm i~ti =:P

Cczerticrs zz %b~tht3 the
"awlie ~ ~bc~to~st praý =-A . SM5d P-e-,

a rn qý- --,-Tfvne, f or -"Rasl t s of t ecmi-ýt. M=re
effcie= PI== fc'- facilities ME= =Mer, :-- less ~etv
re~rci:tfz Mtbzds frra elit Pz7Mar=ICM g,-Cp CM17, ==!a re.l

Ibeerre =o-ision sms m2eto =-.llyze the sttade7&Miatn-_
a statistical MWaSe of tfe 7ariat-io= im inii al otroller
Perr-ornumc - ror- Ieý7 i~f speif-i- in 7251-- E..B~t' desp'.ite

tb-1Mar-neo bsM~=e b-eis =o b.,t-a-. wa o4-

doilr betefirs to it. F or ez-ýe it is =Ssible to repo,-- tha:Lt
thestt'ar ee-z2t ion for inder 54 - -t;-~ iq Ccoflicts for
1FR X TF air-craýft" -- wa-s So senmds for the cert=ij;careV_ can-
troller esing P=i amd 127 seca=nds for the nt-! contr-,oller..
Based ~c-n the abvr.e discussion of Wgnat it is that Etrenaion
really ccantritra-tes, it woui see that tWis is zseful n elvn
infro rG ion to the decisio n =aker, bu-t simce it cz=.or be expressed
as a dollar benefit, =-a listi=& of dewiatv:ztos .eor - or tne
stUdy' s indices of perfornance is provwided.

For the san reason, there was no way to assign dollar be:nefits to

AURT S abilityy to readily identify emergency situt~tions. Special codes

assigned to a variety of flight ercgen-cies are an- invaluable aid to

air traffic control. Ho-wever, it was not possible to sinulzte eaergency-

situations in the present study. And, even ifIL we could sirulate these

situations the result would be a perveise one which found that A;rT-S

benefits are negative. TL. only way that an emnergency situation could

be reflected in our study would be in the increased communications

vorkload recorded by the ARTS facility working the emergency.

61 The complete body of data for all indices is available from the FAA
office of Aviation Economics to anyone with a legitimate need to
know. The calculation of the appropriate measures of standard
deviations can be made from this body of data. rhis calculation and
their interpretation are left as exercises for the interested reader.

j4



E~ -AC5to CMP=etham LT eh1M= eO e z=tbsj ~~a ei fe f- C23 taftd lat CG=E= meet CR ifolc~irg

crnxia:1) tMan sfrfstraC=, 2) they =re I-~a-

~ ~liredto Afiffiee-=e fin ec;inn =C2=o1O&T, azd-

in te-i s s the r to eIIM tbe

Of ftt=!M=s o- tar2 ,C-e os al porc. o-r_ t et. -• _. s a -te---ti,

dSeonsl= It is hatcs• to stress. thi t the simao•tedro

-1-2 r adc mzeth oat :anes ;- as-t erted to a choice be=--- tw• e !ti•_s

ARTSaa 11- ND her- alternatfr

oe consideedal AS 2oresVlt this shanye is silent co serai ons the

effect ireness of anl otr alternati. -_s -- aiion romeRs And ir on ed

in cnltitution g chanes is tn thate procedures or senarae dir standalrds

are, likewise, unkma.n and not studied. ~e ,t~he ezerlaat%

dezonstrated that conflicts result-ing frOM tbe abore interaction could

be reduced with no changes ui.hatevar in current porocedures and -practices

of terminal control. Moreover, changes in procedure, considerations

of terminal control areas or cther methods for separating aircraft, are

not really alternatit-es to the introduction of ARTIS III. An ironic

conclusion of tlie study is that instead of it being =~are difficult to

justify the installation of ARTS III at the less dense terminals, the

installation of a technological (automation) solution to the problem

of IFR x VFR interactions makes more sense at these terminals. ARTS III

~4



11-s &5-es rnt AMM ~ 17 C= PMS 11 =0&b

rac~e fm ms in e==I~n'= b -= Mmd= f=t

25-Euty MO displa c=V= - the unMits L- beg==Ir~ m~t

c r~y, c--er 25111t e a'iiy to ailee~d'

the i ==IC for- tbe ==ezse nmnbes ca! =Vets &ý.- .e =OM

zm WB& - Wi~ll 5ccdy be a u=jao Fp-&La 1=3iir

=MiCIoCa =e5etO SORlTe dra =obl'O ef a- =kM ircraft' =t =j"

tera~iMZls. AMIS 1-71 Wi-I 212CU for -r itertim S~lrtImC, a b-eathir~

s-=ZM, %aile tbBe 2=-at'esae SOC~e. -1-0 ti' breZ=rhir S,_-ac

rwill be greatest at rbe less deese termiralis. Tezeforre, a major

L-.:lieatiCCB Of this StC37 is tbtit is MeCessary to hE~e a CCMCE-.tEd

camit~r to tbe soliL-tion of th~e viroblem of =- z -57 imt actions..

~AKS Il is imdicated as a feasible solzrtion to this -orcblen at those

locattions located in the thir-d lot buy.

C. Hiehligbts of the Test- RestAlts

The salient features zf tbe ezveriment are sraized in Table 10.

Inthe next section, D), a~ det~iled discussion of those experinental

results that are most crit-4cal to the study's conclusions will be

presented. This section suz-nrizes the highlights shown in Table 10.

I. The operations count -- the total number of arrivals and

departures, index 3 -- handled by controllers did nor differ significantly

between the ARTS and manual systems.

42V
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TrY s ( dia mt dife as wel b=M:e= tb-= mcrl
z •M& ae_•=d sr-ie .f ed f-r tbB- e gCC5 Were

Z_=aDy ! -•• To raerM Z!e eqqiet . resokm tack hl
fe s aaM,=_)i5c'do c to i~reaso bes ]IR hemrd CEe dIa=dth ir

terminal a lda saut iite.. had e•e sectrs of ate, inal Te refore

* -we ~e W rf~, 'tTM= zttrlb statistical S!Zziifi-

Cm~etirg sy-stems Wrtro1 traffic..

bae - the time im shste- for th iwein aiysaft Lher 6 - Meas oted

frevn rts mane ther aircraft -mtion rf the fact frt a vlid e perime t

re . oreeseletirg, = es r epte CC inice s adjurin to the terunin, Usytem

nme firs 6aprea) to thbi rriate - was hirra to a Marginally

sig:3ificf degree, (Ga = 0.25) for AMXS lix-

The time in the terminal. system for arri~img ai-rcraft, imdex 8 -

teased frsem lon etir. Of th, hdofftto tde e terse inal cs -(o61 r us 8

the final z~roaen to the rezamy -- was higher to a naere sigaificant -

degree ( a = 0-10) for P-IrS 1-1-.

Thne above data for the tinme insyse cnfir thatrstswe

cau-sally linked te, differences in equipment.- ARTS equiprewnt has such

features as an aie tcatic handoff of control betfeen the center and the

terminal and an automatic h.andoff between sectors of a terminal. Therefore,

based on the results shsw-n for the tire in system there is strong reason %to

believe that the observed differences between systems were not haphazard

events but rather a confirmation of the fact that a valid experiment took

place. For example, the separate indices measuring the time in system

(numbers 6 and 8) both indicate that aircraft controlled by ARTS were in

tesystem longer. But, the difference in these indices (6 minus 8)

measures the time it takes to transfer control from the en route center

-!W
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to the terminal; anid thi-s measure f-w-or-s ARIS. Iandex (6 ins8) is

observed to bee less for A.S becanse this system uses equiv_.ce:nt designed

to provife- an- zaoatic handoff capability. For this sa=e reason, it is

axg ed that the indices measuring t tize spent in co=xnication

(12 thr•ogh 17) are !oaer to a statistically significant degree for the

ATS syste-m beia" of physical differences in the equivent used.

This is especially true of those indices measuring phone co-.zm-ications

(index 17; a = .01)- Again, A_•RS e=ploys an autaoatic handoff feature

between terminal sectors, and less time is needed for controllers to

coordinate these hndoffs.

indices 27-30 measure cc unications on a per a-ýrcraft basis, but the

nu=ber of operations handled did not differ much between systems so that

these differences, while statistically significant in favor of ARTS,

merely confirm the pattern previously reported for indices 12 through 17.

Finally, in demonstrating that results are not likely to be random

occurrences which are not related to inherent differences in the systems,

the number of requests for altitude verification (index 23) and target

reidentification (index 20) were significantly less for the ARTS system.

ARTS equipment was designed to provide these reductions by its continued

display of altitude information. The experime " onfirmed our

expectations.

III. The experiment revealed that the use of ARTS III equipment is

likely to result in a reduction in the number of violations of airspace

(conflicts).

II2
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a) Index 52, the number of conflicts involving IFR x IFP

aircraft were observed to be reduced for the certificated controller

using AMRTS. This reduction is indicated to be of great practicil

significance although not statistically significant at an a level of

0.25. A detailed discussion as well as a sample by sample cou.parison

of results for this index will he provided beiow in section D.

This snme index was significantly lower, in a statistical sense,

for the non-certificated group of controllers (a =0.05 for the com-

bined hour). However, in keeping with the ground rules established for

the study, no cross-pooling of results between groups took place. The

finding of a statistically significant reduction in index 52, a sensitive

measure of performance,was used only to infer in a qualitative way that 1
certificated controllers could be expected to do better with ARTS; to

improve by an amount equal to that shown for the trainee group after

they had thrown off the inertia brought about by the habitual use of the

older system. But, in addition, this finding indicated the possibility

for a modest dollar benefit attributable to ARTS because of the demon-

strated ability to reduce the time required to train controllers.

b) Index 54, 'The Time in Conflict for IFR x VFR Aircraft," was

observed to be significantly reduced for the certificated controller to

a high degree of statistical significance (0 = 0.05) for the half-hour

of high activity as well as for the combined hour of traffic. Time in ,

Conflict incorporates a measure of the severity of a violation in

separation standards, and this finding was considered to be the most

`7 n-
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important of the entire set of experimental results. The observed

difference in this index meets all of the evaluation criteria we imposed.

The difference: 1) was observed to take place while certificated con-

trollers were operating the equipment, 2) was determined to be statis-

tically significant, 3) is logically tenable and causally linked to

differences in the equipment, and 4) is translatable into dollar

benefits. This translation of an experimental finding into an estimate

of dollar benefits is shown in section III below.

c) Index 55, The Time in Conflict for IFR x IFR Aircraft,

indicates that the trainee group performed poorly with the manual system.

Their rate of time in conflicts for the high half-hour of activity was

an average of 708 seconds, (2 x 354), or 11.8 minutes out of each hour

of active traffic. The finding that trainee controllers were in con-

flict approximately 20 percent of the time while using the manual system

was taken to be another indication that reductions in the time to train

controllers were possible with ARTS.

d) The comparison of the indices of orderliness was found to

favor the ARTS system. This index was proposed in order to correct for

anticipated deficiencies in conflict data. Midair collisions are rare

events, and conflicts in airspace are not likely to occur with great

frequency. After all, the entire system of control -- men, equipment

and procedures -- is designed to prevent conflicts. This is decirable
from everyone's point of view except the dispassionate analyst who cannot

use his tools of analysis to discern patterns and differences in conflicts

when the data are few. Previous experience with a simulation of the
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Baltimore terminal area 7/ did not yield conflict data of sufficient ii
accuracy and quantity to permit an objective judgment of results. For

thip reason, it was felt that a proxy measure should be used. This

measure was designed to count all the instances in which there would be

a conflict unless a controller intervened. This index predicted the

future path of all targets under a controller's jurisdiction, and

recorded all instances in which minimum standards of lateral and vertical 1
airspace were violated. These instances were aggregated into a composite

index with the use of a somewhat arbitrary weighting scheme to reflect

the severity of the violation. It was felt that this would be analogous

to measuring the comparative number of commands being given by, say, a

traffic policemen at a busy intersection. It would be Lruitless to

compare the relative numbers of accidents or collisions Lt such inter-

sections. But, it would be a meaningful comparioon to record the numbers i

of commands that had to be given in order to provide for a safe inter-

section. In the same way, it was anticipated that actual conflicts in

the terminal airspace would be rare, but the study intended to argue that

a system which required fewer commands on the part of the controller in

order to avoid conflicts would be a more "orderly" and, hence, a safer

system than one which required a greater number of commands.

Index 89 is a composite index of orderliness for both the arrival

and departure positions. It shows a statistically signifiuant reduction

in favor of ARTS (il 0.25).

7/ See Ref. 5.

- 21
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Althugh ýt was anticipated that the demonstration of a favorable

restlt in this index would provide a strong argument for ARTS, when the

ezrire package of zesults was analyzed, it was discovered that this index

was, indeed, an important measure, buc for a different reason. For one

eh= there was no lack of conflict data generated by the experiment.

inike previous attempts at simulation, the equipment used in the

-re--ent ez.eri-ent was vastly superior in that, for the first time,

traffic could be presentod in digitized form with sufficient accuracy to

en able conflicts to be measured directly. Because conflict data did

./ =apzr in a-ple quantity to allow for statistical judgments to be made,

ii tnere was nw. no t-rgant need to resort to a demonstration of differences
-- i in a z-,bstitute ceasure, the index of orderliness. But it was possible to

"reap other analytical benefits by attempting to establish the validity

off this measure. A "spin-off" anlysis was performed to relate this

index to the conflict data in order to determine whether it measured

some i=-ortant facet of air traffic control, or whether, perhaps, it was

merely an arbitrary measure that fluctuated at random?

SToo separate pieces of evidence indicate that it is more reasonable

to conclude that the index of orderliness is related to essential

functions of air traffic control:

"1 ) The investigations by the Transportation Systems Center

[I demonstrate a very high correlation between this index and the number

of conflicts.

8/ op. cit. Ref. 4.

-
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2) At the end of the experiment, A. G. Halverson ranked the

performance of all controller teams engaged in the simulated experi-

ment solely on the basis of his index of orderliness. An indep.iident

ranking was also made of controller performance by D. 0. Brown, the

project manager for the NAFEC experiment. The rankings were almost

identical.

With the evidence of statistical equivalence as well as indications

of functional validity, it was decided to use the index of orderliness

as a proxy for conflicts in subsequent analytical investigations of

the probable causes for conflicts in terminal airspace. An instantaneous

count of all targets on the radar scope was made at one minute intervals

for the duration of the experiment. Since, in any given minute it is

possible that no conflicts would occur, the analysis of these conflicts

would require sophisticated mathematical manipulations. Statistical

regression analyses which relate traffic characteristics to a dependent

variable, Conflicts, for which zero values are possible, can be quite

messy. Not so, when the index of orderliness is substituted as the

variable. A detailed discussion of the subsequent investigations of

the causes of conflicts, using the index of orderliness as a substitute

measure of these conflicts is presented in Appendix A.

IV. The investigations into controller capacity indicated no

statistically significant differences between systems. Alternative ways

of defining capacity and estimating its dimension were tried. A

detailed description of these efforts is provided in section D, below.

Vq
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In general, attempts were made to estimate the comparative time it took

each system to become overloaded and to go into "holding."

V." Analytical extrapolations .of. the experimental data were com-

pleted successfully and are reported in detail in Appendix A. In

summary, these analytical investigations were performed to relate the

observed number of conflicts to characteristics of the traffic sample:

1) the density of traffic by type: IFR; VFR; 2) the proportion of'

targets having transponders with Mode C capability. These investigations

indicate that the number of unknown targets were d statistically

significant variable contributing to' conflicts and more importantly,.

that there was a statistically significant reduction due to ARTS in the

number of conflicts associated with increasing levels of unknown traffic.,

In addition, these investigaiions indicate that the so-called "gas

molecule" law which theorizes that conflicts will increase as the square

of the number of airborne targets does not apply to the case in which

these targets are under the discipline of an air traffic control system.

Conflicts were observed to increase ata constant percentage of unity
as IFR traffic increased; an exponent closer to 1.0; not 2.0. For these

investigations, the number of conflicts were represented by the index

of orderliness. However, the reliability of the results of this foilow-

on analytical effort is questionable, and will be discussed' as a

separate topic in Appendix A.

D. Detailed Analysis of the Test Results' "i

In th~s section, a detailed discussion of results will be presented

'I!/
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of the following topics: a) Controller Capacity and b) Conflicts:

A Measure of Safety.

a) Controller Capacity

If one could measure the rate at which inputs were coming into

a system, and the rate at which they were leaving, it would be a simple

matter to define the capacity of the .a as the point at which the

arrival rate exceeded the exit rate. In effect, this definition

measures when a system "backs up," or in the case of terminal control

when it goes into 'holding;" "R," as defined below exceeds 1. But,

these attempts performed by The MITRE Corporation were not successful.

It seems that from the very first minute of the simulation, the rate of

arriving aircraft exceeded the rate at which aircraft were exiting the

system.

R rate of entry of aircraftR
rate of exit of aircraft

Another method was, therefore, tried in order to estimate the j
point at which each system reached its limit of capacity. Very simply,

this method recorded the time the first "holding" instruction was

given during each trial. The NAFEC team of observers were told to

record this time in a format similar to Table 11.

The idea is that it is possible to estimate the relative
sizes of beer mugs byassuring the time that the pourer first
stops filling the mug, and withdraws the bottle. This is not
only a good estimate of the relative size of the mugs, but it

5I,
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interacts with the aourer's estimate of this size; exactly w'hat
we want to measure.

In general, all controller teams issued their first instruction to

hold after about 30 minutes of traffic buildup. Tt ;was hoped that a

sample by sample comparison of the exact tines the instruction-was given

would reveal a pattern sufficienL for ma.king an objective judgment

regarding controller capacity.

Team I illustrates a pattern sufficient to conclude that the ARTS

system became overloaded at a later point in time than the manual system,

when confronted with the identical traffic sample. With sample A, team

I issued their first 'hold" instruction at 9:32.43 A.M. using the manual

system; at 9:42.22 A.M. using ARTS. With sample B, this same team

recorded times of 9:28.56 A.M. with manual; 9:37.47 A.M. with ARTS.

WiLh sample C, the times were 9:35.09 A.M. manual; 9:36.55 ARTS. With

each sample, team I went into holding at a later time when using the I
ARTS system. The conclusion would follow that the ARTS system resulted

in greater controller capacity, if this pattern were repeated for all

teams or even a majority of the teams. But, the pattern for the other

teams was too variable to draw any such conclusion. The average time

that a "hold" instruction was first given for all teams was 9:32.18 for

manual, 9:33.18 for ARTS. Again, this is inconclusive evidence of

increased capacity.

4
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NALW EC R=71FCATED C~ONMRLIES

TINE AT WHICH CG?~fSSLOWi OR STOP ME AMWIAL FLOW

1FA4iUA SYSTZM AmS

TEAMS A B - C A - B - C

1 09:32:43 09:28:56 09:35:09 09:42:22 09:37:47 09:36:55

2 09:26:05 09:24:50 09:24:25 09:16:29 09:28:14 09:23:12

3 09:30:56 09:26:33 09:26:08 09:21:05 09:38:40 09:37:24

4 09:41:25 09:41:35- 09:36:15 09:39:00 09:33:42 09:42:03

5 09:34:00 09:38:19 09:25:15 09:26:27 09:31:35 09:36:41

6 09:31:43 09:38:46 09:39:10 09:33:40 09:38:33 09:35:29
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I it is interesting to note that on the 71st rua out

of a total of 72 in the ie=erim-mt, the trainee contrroller workinI the aialposition did not issMe a "no~d" instrtction during the
entire hour •Wile using .-aS. And, he did perform to the average
of his groL? in the abi-lity to avoid conflicts. But, this event
was not repeated and is, therefore, an isolated e lz=de only of
the votentiaI for increased capacity a-ailable froM ARS.

There is a clear te=)tation to conclude, therefore, that based upon

the ezverimental results there is no increase in controller capacity

de=onstrated by the ARTS system. But, this conclusion ignores the

previous discussion concerning the difficulty in evaluating a multi-

dimensional system. To draw conclusions in one dimension requires that

the performance in all the other dimensions be held equal. However,

this is not the case for the present evaluation of controller capacity.

The number of conflicts were not equal. This is similar to an evaluation

of a typist's performance based -nly on speed without a consideration of

the number of mistakes that are made.

Figure 5 9/ indicates the time each system was in a conflict of

the IFR x VFR variety. This figure was devised to highlight differences

in system safety, and it is introduced together with a detailed dis-

cussion in the section on ''onflicts"offered below. But, this graph

could just as readily be interpreted to indicate controller capacity

by assuming some fixed time in conflict, and then comparing the levels

of traffic handled by each system. For example, for the same value of M

two minutes in conflict, the ARTS system can, accordirg to Figure 5,

handle approximately 82 aircraft per hour; the manual system 67 pet

9/ See page 81.

I %;4
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lh. come •min that there is either: 1) few conflicts, car_ 2)

i-.mv~edcapacity- is a netter of choice that depends on the varticular
facet of performance that the study wishes to highlight. in the s•e

V•y, it can be argued that altou• the nu=ber of IFR targets an the ,

controller's radar scope- at an ilnstant in time show-e no different=_ in

the number of targets beinog worked, the cam•city of the ART systen waas,

in reality, =w•h greater. Both syste=_s had an average of five VFR

targets on the radar scope at every instant of time. To the manual

system, however, these targets imparted little information, but these

same targets equipped with Mcde C transponders were providing the ARTS

controller with additional relevant information that required his

further action. In effect, then, the ARTS controller was working a

total of 17 targets compared to the manual total of 12.II
Figure A.1 10/ was drawn in order to highlight the differences in

the number of conflicts that result from the fact that the ARTS coutroller

is, in reality, working with more targets known to him and is, there-

fore, able to perform with fewer conflicts. For example, for an

identical value of 1.4 for the index of orderliness, the ARTS system

can handle, at any instant, an increased number of unknown targets of

the sample varieties included in the experiment: The manual system can

handle 1.5 aircraft; the ARTS system, 4.5 aircraft.

'S It would, therefore, not be accurat or fair to cornfa4, that there

are no differences in controller capacity. The more reasonable conclusion

10/ See page 145j Appendix A.

V 77
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is that .he_ srny chose to denstr.ate differences in the amst critical

of the performance -easues, safety. For this reason, the e _periaent

was designed to utcover differences in conflicts, im-'d-er controlled

conditions. ihis ccwromsed the ability to discover differences in

other perfo=anc' measures. If differences iu controller capacity are

considered to be of critical i=norta-ce then it is recocended that a

different experiment, one that has been designed to elicit these special

differences, be performed.

b) Conflicts; A Measure of Safety

This section of the report deals with those findings designated as

being of critical importance, prior to the conduct of the. experiment. A

detailed presentation of these results are shown in the following tables

12 through 15 :

Certificated Controllers

Table 12 Number of Conflicts (IFR x VFR) Index 51

Number of Conflicts (IFR x IFR) Index 52

Table 13 Time in Conflict (IFR x VFR) Index 54

Time in Conflict (IFR x VFR) Index 55

Noncertificated Controllers

Table 14 Number of Conflicts (IFR x VFR) index 51

Number of Conflicts (IFR x IFR) Index 52

Table 15 Time in Conflict (IFR x VFR) Index 54

Time in Conflict (IFR x IFR) Index 55

V :N
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The ab e tables nermit a sale by samzle coparison &(matched

pairs of observations) for each tea= using the ARS and manual

systems.

Vne statistical analyses of variance performed on these
data attempted to determine whether the observed differences
in conflicts could be explained as random variations, or were
due to inherent differences in the systems themselves. in
effect, the analyses made statistical adjustments to eliminate
those differences due to: 1) variations in the three sample
patterns of traffic, 2) variations in the six different teams of
controllers, 3) variations in the interaction effect s of
specific controller teams operating with given samples of
traffic. The remaining variation, or experimental error, was
used to determine whether observed differences in system
performance could be judged, objectively, to be due to some non-
random effect. But, these analyses, although superior in statis-
tical power, do not lend themselves to intuitive judgment and
insight. The mind boggles in its attempt to do statistical
analyses of variance. For this reason, a simple match-up of

~1 results is presented in order to provide some intuitive feelings
for how the systems compare when the same team controls the
identical traffic sample. These comparisons are amenable to
objective judgments to any stated degree of statistical
reliability, but, to repeat, the statistical poer of these
judgments are less than what is provided by the more sophis-
ticated analyses of variance previously reported in Table 8A.
However, the results shown in Table 8A are less informative
than the direct match-up of observations. For illustrative
purposes, then, the detailed comparisons of all the experi-
mental data dealing with conflicts are shown in Tables 12
through 15.

Each (+) sign indicates that there were more violations under

the manual system than ARTS; a (-) sign indicates the reverse: that

ARTS had more violations than manual. A (0) indicates a tie score.

The totai of "(+; -; O)"must add to 18 for each index. By comparing

, -
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Trable 12

indices 51; 52

! U• R OF C017MICTS

N14VAFEC Certificated Controllers
Sample by Sample Comparison

"Sign Test"

(18 matched comparisons)
Manual (H) vs. ARTS (A)

Ist Half Hour 2nd Half Hour

IFR-VFR IFR-IFR IFR-VFR IFR-FR

Team Sample Index 51 Index 52 Index 51 Index 52

(M) (A) Sign (14) (A) Sign (14) (A) Sign (K) (A) Sign

1 a 0 0 0 2 0 + 1 3 - 6 8 -

b 0 0 0 3 2 + 2 2 0 3 6 -

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 + 8 8 0

2 a 2 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
b 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 - 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 +

3 a 2 2 0 2 0 + 0 0 0 6 2 +
b 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 5 7 -
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 + 4 2 +

4 a 1 0 + 1 1 0 3 2 + 7 1 +
b 0 2 - 1 5 - 2 2 0 4 4 0
c 0 0 0 2 0 + 1 1 0 1 6 -

5 a 1 2 - 2 1 + 2 1 + 3 3 0
"b 1 1 0 0 2 - 2 0 + 2 2 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 -

6 a 1 0 + 1 0 + 4 1 + 6 3 +
b 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 3 - 5 4 +
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 + 7 5 +

summary 3+ 6+ 7+ 7+
Totals 2- 2- 3- 5-

+ = more conflicts under manual
- = more conflicts under ARTS
0 = same number of conflicts

A
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Table 13 1
Indices 54; 55

J ~TEhE IN C01FLTCT (SECONDS)I.

NAFEC Certificated Controllers
Sample by Sample Comparison

"•"Sign Test"

(18 matched comparisons)
Manual (M) vs. ARTS (A)

41

1st Half Hour 2nd Half Hour

IFR-VFR IFR-IFR IFR-VFR IFR-IFR

Team Sample Index 54 [ Index 55 Index 54 Index 55

(K) (A) Sign (.M) (A) Sign (14) (A) %.ign (M) (A) Sign

1 a 0 0 0 48 0 + 57 124 - 389 417 -
b 0 0 0 128 38 + 127 100 + 60 332 -
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 172 140 + 382 404 -

2 a 310 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 170 42 +
b 0 0 0 24 34 - 0 59 - 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 102 0 +

3 a 208 220 - 74 0 + 0 0 0 305 128 +

b 55 5 + 0 0 0 107 97 + 205 398 -
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 0 + 116 91 +

4 a 41 0 + 14 24 - 155 95 + 195 23 +
b 0112 - 19 i1 - 122 70 + 78 126 -
c 0 00 34 0 + 12561 + 22239 -

5 a 265 195 + 228 26 + 102 41 + 100 225 -
b 75 41 + 0 58 - 26 0 + 61 46 +
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 61-

6 a 202 0 + 51 0 + 255 58 + 186 167 +
b 0 0 0 43 51 - 120 196 - 204 267 -
c 0 0 6 0 06 23 0 + 589 314 +

Summary 6+ 6+ 11+ 8+
Totals 2- 5- 3- 9-

+ = more time in conflict under manual
= more time in conflict under ARTS

0= same time in conflict

RA I I 1- I 1JI II II I I
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Table 14

Indices 51; 52

NUMBER OF CONFLICTS

Noncertificated Controllers
Sample by Sample Comparison

"Sign Test"

(18 matched comparisons)
Manual (M) vs. ARTS (A)

1st Half Hour 2nd Half Hour

IFR-VFR IFR-IFR IFR-VFR IFR-IFR

Team Sample Index 51 Index 52 Index 51 Index 52

(M) (A) Sign (M) (A) Sign (M) (A) Sign (1) (A) Sign

1 a 1 1 0 4 3 + 1 2 - 4 2 +
b 0 0 0 1 0 + 0 0 0 8 1 +
c 0 0 0 1 0 + 3 1 + 6 4 +

2 a 0 0 0 3 1 + 1 3 - 6 1 +
b 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 4 2 +
c 0 0 0 2 0 + 3 2 + 6 0 +

3 a 0 0 0 2 0 + 1 6 - 3 3 0
b 0 0 0 3 1 + 2 2 0 1 3 -

c 0 0 0 2 0 + 2 1 + 4 2 +

4 a 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 +
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 2 +

5 a 0 0 0 1 0 + 1 2 - 6 2 +
b 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 5 -
c 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 1 - 10 3 +

6 a 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 +
b 0 0 0 0 2 - 2 2 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 1 - 2 3 - 2 1 +

Summary 0 9+ 3+ 13+
Totals 0 4- 7-
+ = more conflicts under ma-nual
+ = more conflicts under manual
- = more conflicts under ARTS
0 = same number of conflicts
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Table 15

Indices 54; 55

TIME IN CONFLICT (SECONDS)

Noncertificated Controllers
Sample by Sample Comparison

"Sign Test"

(18 matched comparisons)
Manual (M) vs. ARTS (A)

Ist Half Hour 2nd Half Hour

IFR-VFR IFR-IFR IFR-VFR IFR-IFR

Team Sample Index 54 Index 55 Index 54 Index 55

(M4) (A) Sign (K) (A) Sign (M) (A) Sign (M) (A) Sign

1 a 182 251 - 343 195 + 98 76 - 231 42 +
b 0 0 0 78 0 + 0 0 0 576 118 +
c 0 0 0 57 0 + 226 101 + 584 269 +

2 a 0 0 0 109 68 + 34 165 - 617 30 +

b 0 0 0 224 14 + 15 64 - 462 65 +
c 0 0 0 73 0 + 42 59 - 509 0 +

3 a 0 0 0 19 0 + 63 237 - 100 227 -
b 0 0 0 90 28 + 92 98 - 129 205 -
c 0 0 0 43 0 + 84 110 - 242 137 +

4 a 0 0 0 0 17 - 0 0 0 26 14 +
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 99 - 143 118 +
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 109 77 + 806 97 +

a 0 0 0 60 0 + 44 126 - 777 403 +
b 0 0 0 68 51 + 54 69 - 155 242 -

c 0 0 0 0 80 - 0 52 - 813 586 +

6 a 0 0 0 3 11 - 44 21 + 17 0 +
b 0 0 0 0 176 - 217 90 + 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 77 - 38 126- 188 18 +

summary 11+ 1
Totals 1- 5- 12- 3-

+ - more time in conflict under manual
- = more time in conflict under ARTS

0 = same time Wi conflict
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the test. results and affixing the appropriate sign to the difference

1in -- es-1ts, we can cmpare sumary totals:

Table 12 proviwias the details and "sign" comparison for the number

of comf!icts of both the IFR x MFa (index no. 52) and IF1 z VFR (index

mz. 51) varieties cemuitted by the NAFEC team of certificated con-

zzollers. Nte that all cases favor ARTS. There were fewer directI
carm-uris-=s in which ARTS yielded more numbers of conflicts than the

:1 • a systen,for both halves ýZ the hour and for both varieties of I
j Table 13 which depicts the time each system was in conflict tells

-J the story essential to the study. and upon which the majority of the

* dollr benefits claimed for ARTS III rests. There is little difference

in the ARTS and marmal systems ability to do the primary job of

separatin6YE FR aircraft (index no. 55). The essential difference is

that the ARTS system was able to provide additional safety in the

separation of 1-k x VFR aircraft (index no. 54) without changing any

of toir'y's standards and procedures for controlling aircraft ir the

terminal a2ra.

In the opinion of the writer, this demonstration of reductions

i conflicts -- zeasured in physical units, not dollars -- for

certificated controllers using ARTS equipment, is sufficient to

4-
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Justify its installation at the terminal locations identified in the

third lot buy.

Tables 14 and 15 are similar to Tables 12 and 13 except that the

comparisons shown are for the trainee controller groups. Table 141

11/ This statement, of course, did not appear in the previous draft
version of the study forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of Transportation and to the Office of Management and Budget;
offices that, in conjunction with tie Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, were charged with the responsibility of making a
rational decision with regard to ARTS III. It has been more than
a year since the recommendation of the FAA was confirmed and a
decision made to exercise the option to purchase the remaining
third lot of this equipment. There is no way of knowing what,
if any, influence this study had on this decision. However, there
is every reason to suppose that the decision in favor of ARTS was
made on the basis of the "issues," and that the evidence in support
of the argument that there was a likelihood of increased safety
due to ARTS !II was brought to the attention of the decision
makers, and discussed in detail. The reason for the bold asser-
tion made above concerning the superiority of ARTS equipment is
to remind the reader that the same kinds of strong assertions, I
based in major part on subjective judgments only, had to have been
made by those charged with making an appropriate decision regarding
ARTS. Somehow, a delusion seems to have taken hold of the
suppliers of analytical studies and '-' ir too willing customers
that it is possible to make investax decisions solely on the
basis of quantitative evidence gathered under the heady and
objective ianner of cost/benefit analysis. To this point we
have not yet assigned dollar values to our study results and,
therefore, have not yet enterfd the more highly subjective world
of cost/benrfit analyses. We have dealt only with objective data,

S- but the reader _s again reminded that despite tue balanced
"j experimental design, the statistical controls and the analyses

of variance, subjective judgments were required at every critical
juncture in the analysis. Quantitative studies of even the most
elegant sort do not take the decision maker out of the loop.
They merely define more narrowly the. areas in which he must
assert his prejudices. I
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"index 52, confirms that the trainee controllers using ARTS weie able to

separate IFR x IFR aircraft to within the standard'set by the certificated

controller after a briefing spssion that included only four hours of

instruction; just two hours were with hands on the ARTS simulator equip-

ment. However, index 51 shown in Table 14 also indicates that the

trainee did not do nearly as well in separating IFR x VFR traffic,

using ARTS. This important category was the single indicator in which

the trainee's performance did not match, that of the certificated con-

troller. Perhaps, this group was under greater' stress. Somewhat

L surprisingly, there was no deterioration in the trainee group performance

'in: 1) operations count 2) controller capacity (as measured by the time

a "holding" instruction was first given), 3) delays and time in system.

But, the trainee group using ARTS evidently could not perform their

ancillary job of vectoring aircraft, on a time available basis, in order to

avoid conflicts wit'h known VFR aircraft. More importantly, as Table 15,

index 55 indicates, the tiainee controller could not operate the

manual system satisfactorily iu. tLe primary job of sepai ating IFR

traffic. Not only were there 14 trials out of 18 in which the ARTS

system resulted in less time in conflict, but a simple arithmetic

calculation reveals that the manual system.was in conflict for a total

of 6375 seconds zuring the second half-hour of the experiment (com-

pared to 2571 for ARTS). This amounts to an average of 354 seconds f"-or

a trial period of 30 minutes (1800 seconds); a conflict rate of

20 percent. This unsatisfactory rate for the manual system compared
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to a statistically significant reduced rate for ARTS, a rate comparable

to that achieved by the certificated controller, provided the basis for

the modest savings in training costs claimed for the ARTS system. These

dollar benefits provided by the possibility for a reduction in training

time can be disallowed, however, without having any appreciable effect

on the study's conclusion to install ARTS at the 29 candidate terminal

locations.

Figures 4-7 are graphical representations of these conflict data

plotted against the hourly rates of airborne traffic generated in the

experiment. The choice of the appropriate traffic level to relate to a

given index of performance depends, of course, on the purpose of the

illustration, and the question at hand. For example, when attempting to

determine dollar benefits and costs, the appropriate traffic activity

level to consider would be the average annual volume of traffic. If,

however, the problem were one of establishing the criteria for system

design, a more appropriate measure would be the peak levels to be

handled by the system. On the other hand, for purposes of establishing

the realism and validity of the simulated experiment, the more appro-

priate activity level would be the number of targets that were con-

trolled at any instant of time. This latter measure of traffic

activity provides an indication of the workload imposed on the con-

troller, and is, in fact, used in this study for the purpose of evaluating

the realism of the experiment; described below in section E.

Ii
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Since a further and detailed use of the data for conflicts will

be -e!l-d upon for the analysis of the costs and benefits of the

candidate systems, these conflict data are graphically illustrated

below in relation to hourly rates of traffic. These rates will be

projected to average annual volumes when costs and benefits are

estimated in section F.

The reader is reminded that these graphs were drawn on the basis

of two points, determined by experiment, for each system: one point

for each half hour period of the experiment: f) for first half; s) for

second half; C) for combined hour. The dotted line connecting these

points is a postulated relationship only.

Figure 4 - (index 52 for certificated controllers) shows the

indicated difference in number of IFR corflicts, in favor of ARTS.

Figure 5 - (index 54 for certificated controllers) shows the

statistically significant reduction in IFR x VFR time in conflict,

in favor of ARTS.

Figure 6 - (index 52 for noncertificated controllers) shows the

statistically significant reduction Ji number of IFR conflicts, in

SI favor of ARTS.

Figure 7 - (index 55 for noncertificated controllers) shows tha

statistically significant reduction in IFR time in conflict, in favor

of ARTS.

P
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
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E. The Application of Test Results to the Real World

A critique of:

I. The Technique of Dynamic Simulations

II. The Traffic Sample

I. Dynamic Simulations

An explicit study requirement was the determination of the

criteria for installing ARTS. It was considered not sufficient to

demonstrate that ARTS is a suoerior system. The conditions for which this

superiority could be expected to hold had to be specified as well.

These conditions, the criteria for installation, are usually defined by

some measure of traffic activity. Study methods were limited, there-

fore, to those in which it was possible to balance and control patterns

of traffic to any given level of activity. The only methods that qualify

are those employing abstractions or simulations of reality. But, the

resort to an abstraction of reality does not necessarily compromise the

validity of a study. The statement that "reality is difficult to under-

stand" is a platitude that doesn't bear repeating, but it is a relevant

co nt nonetheless. For example, a real world experiment took place

at Knoxville, Tennessee, during the latter part of 1970. Its purpose

was to compare the communications workload for the ARTS and manual

systems. But, since traffic levels and other variables of reality could

not be controlled, this experiment was not able to discern differences

in these workloads; differences that were apparent at high levels of

statistical significance from a dynamic simulation.

A

i.-
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All study methods face the single and identical challenge of being

able to predict results. There is no scientific responsibility to prove

12/
that an experimental setting is realistic. 1 But, the dynamic simu-

lation method of investigation is quite able to meet this superfluous

challenge. By meeting this challenge it is hoped that we may increase

the study's believability, if not its scientism.

Every effort was made to virtually reconstruct the setting of men

and equipment in a typical terminal area. Mechanical devices, target

displays and symbology were designed to be as close a representation of

the actual systems as the art of dynamic simulations would allow.Ohe

anxiety and stress of controlling live traffic could not, of course, be

duplicated, but the experiment was not free of stress and did not

invol"*e frivolous controllers working in a relaxed setting. Yet, the

view persists that results obtained from dynamic simulations are

"tainted" because they are derived from artifically created "play

settings."

The world of quantitative analyses abounds in abstractions of

reality based on regression analyses, computer generated simulations and

other mathematical models with links to reality that are frequently more

tenuous than those generated by attempts to simulate an environment,

For some reason, one seldom sees a requirement imposed on these more

usual and acceptable analytical techniques to verify their method. To

12/ For a discussion of this p, int see Friedman, "Essays in Positive
Economics," Ref. 6.

-- 2z
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repeat, the verification process consists solely of an examination of

how well a study predicts results, but memory provides few examples of

attempts by studies using "acceptable" techniques to confront their

conclusions with data that were previously unavailable. However, this

study will attempt to meet the challenge of verifying its method and

its conclusions:

i) The most important single item of verification is the

discovery of the increased probability of conflicts resulting from the

mixing of known vs. unknown traffic. This problem area identified

solely on the basis of the simulated experiment is very much in the

news. William M. Flener, Director of the FAA's Air Traffic Service,

called the problem of =nknown aircraft the most important one facing

today's air traffic control system. 13/ This same conclusion is con-

tained in the Near Midair Coll:iion Report of 1'18. Moreover,

Congressional Committees and other advisory groups have repeatedly

drawn attention to this problem. 14/ The independent identification,

but more importantly, the ability to quantify a problem that is subse-

quently discovered to be of critical concern to the FAA supports the

contention that the simulated experiment was, indeed, realistic and

valid.

13/ In his speech "Air Traffic Control of Today" delivered before the
National Aviation System Planning Review Conference sponsored by
the Department of Transportatioz,, 1972.

14/ The Associated Press summary of the National Transportation Safety
Board Report on Midair Collisions, released March 1971, is shown
on the next page.

I.
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"181
AERIAL COLLISIONS
BY VERN HAUGIAND
WASHINGTON (AP)-THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD,

AIA101ED AT THE NATION'S AERIAL COLLISION DEATH TOLL, URGED A
SISTER AGENC. TODAY TO TIGHTEN PILOT-QUALIFICATION AND AIRCRAFT-
EQUIPMENT RULES AND ACCELERATE TRAFFIC-SEPARATION PROCEDURES.

IN A BULKY REPORT ON A 1969 INQUIRY, THE SAFETY BOARD NOTED
THAT OF 223 SKY COLLISIONS IN THE 10 YEARS THROUGH 1968 ABOUT
HALF WERE FATAL AND CAUSED 528 DEATHS.

THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE COLLISIONS OCCURRED IN CLEAR
WEATHER, THE BOARD SAID IN URGING CORRECTIVE ACTION BY THE FEDERAL
AVIATION AII4INISTRATION.

ALTHOUGH 98 PER CENT OF THE COLLISIONS INVOLVED LIGHT PLANES,
AND AIRLINE-TYPE PLANES WERE INVOLVED IN ONLY 6;7 PER CENT OF THE
ACCIDENTS, THE OCCUPANTS OF THE AIRLINERS AMOUNTED FOR 66 PER CENT
OF THE DEATHS, IT SAID.

IF THE ACCIDENT AND FATALITY RATES REMAIN THE SAME AND IF
TRAFFIC INCREASES AT THE FORECAST RATE THE UNITED STATES MAY HAVE
335 ACCIDENTS AND 792 DEATHS IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS, THE BOARD SAID.

"NO ONE SOLUTION WILL ELIMINATE ALL MIDAIR COLLISIONS, BUT MUCH
CAN BE DONE TODAY TO REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THE COLLISION POTENTIAL,
THE BOARD REPORTED.

ACCORDINGLY, IT URGED THAT THE FAA ELIMINATE THE FREE MIXING OF
"UNKNOWN" AND "KNOWN" TRAFFIC--PLANES OPERATING UNDER VISUAL
FLIGHT RULES (VFR) AND THOSE OPERATING BY INSTRUMENTS (IFR)--
ESPECIALLY IN TERMINAL AREAS.

KB641PES MAR 1

ASSOCIATED PRESS--OA-5"

I J
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b) The project manager for the experiment, D. 0. Brown of

NAFEC, stated that he would have no hesitancy in certifying 16 out

of the 18 trainee controllers who took part in the experiment. These

controllers would have to be under proper supervision, but a distinct

advantage of the ARTS system is that information essential to the

supervisory function is readily displayed on the radar scope. The

project manager's statement was used as part of the data confirming

that training costs can be reduced, but for the purpose of the m

argument at hand it indicates that a controller can be judged on the

basis of his performance with simulator equipment. Other controllers

have confirmed that it is a relatively simple matter to tell whether

someone knows his "stuff" by watching him perform in the simulated

environment employed in the present experiment.

c) The prediction that training costs could be reduced with

ARTS was confirmed by an unsolicited statement made at a recent meeting

of the Air Traffic Controllers Association. 15/

d) Finally, the results of the simulation were discussed

with both the New York (Common IFR Room) and Atlanta facilities.

Judging by the "we told you so's" one wonders why we needed to do the

experiment. (To quantify their impressions, of course). Statements

15/ M. Flowers, a controller at the Atlanta terminal facility, remarked
that her facility found that it is easier to train controllers with

ARTS. This remark was made during a question and answer session
of a panel discussion of ARTS III equipment sponsored by the Air
Traffic Controllers Association in Denver, Colorado, October 1971.
The training supervisor at the Atlanta facility confirmed these
remarks,El
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made by these facilities, and reported by the National Bureau of

Standards about the avoil'ýty to train controllers more easily using
I *

ARTS and the ability to reduce communidations workload were confirmed

by the simulated £:periment. Statements conceruning increased' terminal

capacity made 1y individual controllers at Atlanta and again reported by

NBS in an ineependent study were-not confirmed, houever, But, both of

the above n:mned terminals, New York and Atlanta, employ levels of

. Jautomati.on in excess of ARTS III.

In summary, the dynamic simulation employed was able to: 1) define

the criteria uf installation be-ause. it could statistically control for
I -

levels of traffic activity; 2) quantity differences in system performance

that were not discernable from real world.data that ýould not be

balanced experimentally or controlled statistically; 3) demonstrate

that it is capable of predicting and, thus, being verified by results

in the real world.

It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the simulated
environment of men and equipment employed at NAEC provided'a valid

analytical method for comparing the candidate systems of air traffic

control. An,., like all methods of analyses, its use is limited to

those investigations for which its validity can be estatlished.

16/ "At. Assessment of the Benefits c; ARTS Based on Controller Experience
at Atlanta and New York," see Ref. 7.

iI
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II. The Traffic Sample

Another important consideration in deciding whethe" the results

from the simulated world can be transferred to the real world is a com-

parison of the level of traffic activity. Were the aircraft- types and

traffic densities employed in the simulation comparable to the levels

that might be expected realistically?

The measure of traffic activity appropriate to the question of

whether results from a simulation are applicable to the real world is the

number of targets that must be controlled at any instant in time.

Reliable statistics for this measure of activity are not published in a

form that categorizes aircraft sufficiently for our purposes. And a

Sdirect census of those terminals included in the third lot buy of ARTS III

- equipment had to be made. Letters were sent to six of these terminals,

selected at random, asking for a determination of the peak number of

targets appearing on their radar scope during the busy hour of the week

in whicl' the lette2r was received. In addition, these terminals were

asked to further identify these targets as "known" or "unknown" according

to the following definitiou:

Mnoy-n aircraft targets are those in which spatial information

in three dimensions is available. Aircraft which conform, in general,

to this definitiou include,

a) All IFR aircraft; arrivals and departures

b) All IaR aircraft "overs" under positive control

c) All VFR aircraft in visual contact and under tower control
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Unknown, all others including

d) VFR aircraft not tinder visual surveillance of tower

e) IFR "high overs"; not under positive control of terminal.

The sum of categories a) through 6) represents the total radar contacts

reported. These are shown in Table 16. Data for the years 1965-1973

are from published FAA sources, and are not -ategorlzed according to

"kncmn" and "-unknvwn.!' Data for the year 1071 are the responses to the

direct inquiry made to six candidate terminals. I
Table 16 reveals that an average of 58 targets were counted on the

radar scopes of the six terminals during some busy instant in the Veek of

March 8, 1971. Of this numbler, 63 percent were unknown. I
Table 16

PEAK INSTANTANEOUS RADAR COUIT AT SIX CAItDIDATE TEWINALS

Total Radar Countl/ 1971 Survey2/

-1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 19701 Known Unknown Total I
1. Albany 48 45 61 64 65 66 17 30 47

2. Buffalo 58 55 56 62 70 94 20 65 85

3. El Paso 22 17 24 42 58 52 13 34 47

4. Portland, Ore. 64 59 87 74 71 63 39 41 80

5. Des Moines 40 53 48 43 54 44 25 30 55

6. Tampa 63 56 57 65 68 60 27 45 72

Z Known = 3 7
Total

SOURCE:
1/ Airport Activity: Peak Day; Busy Hour, FAA, 1970.SI 2/ Response to letter, March 8, 1971.

I.
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Table 17 depicts the world o!: simulation. In this world, two

systems of air traffic control were operating. There is, therefore,

a distinction between "knowns" and "unknowns" according to the system

in use:

ARTS: Known consist of,

a) All IFR aircraft. There were no IFR "overs" or VFR

operations (takeoffs or landings) in the simulation

b) All VFR overs with Mode C.

Therefore, unknowns are all VFR without Mode C.

Manual: Known consist of,

a) All IFR aircraft

Therefore, unkmowns are all VFR aircraft.

Table 17

PEAK INSTANTANEOUS RMAR COUNT FOR SIMULATED TERMIML

IFR VFR ARTS MANUAL

Arrivals 9 Knewn 9 9

Departurez 3 -- 3 3

Overs 7* 5 0

Total Known: 18 12

Grand Total: 19 19

*All VFR aircraft were programmed to be transponder equipped.
80 percent of these VFR aircraft were programmed to have Mode C
transponders.

I
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It is evident from Table 17 that the possibility for conflicts is

much less in the simulated world: l! simulated airborue targets com-

pared to a peak realistic level of 58 instantaneous targets. However,

in several oral presenL'itions made of this study, there was some

criticism voiced over the fact that all VFR aircraft in the simulated

exercise were programmed to have transponder3; an average of 6 aircraft

each instant. An4 80 percent of the transponders had Mode C capability.

In effect, the study was criticized because it employed traffic samples

that were not realistic. The present fleet of aircraft are not equipped

with this high a proportion of transponders. This criticism is not well

founded, however, and the following arguments are offered to support

this contention:

An KRTS system consists of complementary components, on the grotun

and in the air, capable of automatically generating a block of data on

ti'e controller's radar scope. An airborne transponder is an integral

part of the ARTS system. Any conflict which results while ARTS is

controlling traffic cannot, therefore, be considered as an ARTS conflict

unless the aircraft involved had an airborne transponder.

A plausible -Aternative would have been to use a traffic sample

which had, say, 50 percent of the VFR aircraft equipped with trans-

ponders, or some other number that represented a realistic forecast of

airborne traffic. Such a forecast was used to estimate the proportion

of transponder equipped IFR traffic employed in the simulation. This

forecast depends, of course, on the FAA's policy regarding transponders.

Presently, at 3pecified terminal locations where the Terminal Control

AUj

I1
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Area concept is in use, 100 percent of the aircraft using these terminals

must be transponder equipped. But, the adjusting of the proportion

assumed for transponder in order to agree realistically with some given

forecast would not add to the study's validity. The purpse of any

study is to learn something, and the experiment was desiroed to provide

the maximum amount of information for a given number of trial observa-

tions. We would, undoubtedly, learn vcr little if one half of the time

the ARTS system's ability to convert unknown traffic into known was

limited by the fact that it was operating in a manner that was ideutical

to the manual system. There is no difference between systems if there is

no airborne transponder transmitting data that can be displayed auto-

matically on a radar scope-. Had it been suggested that all conflicts

involving non-transponder eouipped aircraft be deleted from the ARTS

account or transferred to the manual account there, probably, would have

been no criticism voiced. However, it was the announced intention of

the study not to alter any data generated by the experiment. But, if

such a transfer of data were allowed, the result would be that only

those conflicts involving aircraft with transponders were being attributed

to PATS. In effect, this is precisely what was accomplished by a prior

programming of the traffic sample. An 80 percent proportion of Mode C

transponders was used in the hope that some additional analytical

insight would result. If 100 percent of the aircvaft had transponders

capable of being tracked and displaying ground speed and only 80 percent

of these were capable of providing altitude information, it was thought

A. . .
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that some basis could be developed for deciding wich of the several

features of ARTS III automation were most effective in reducing con-

flicts. rhis information is not essential to the present evaluation

which was designed to compare the total ARTS III package of automation

with the manual package. But, it was anticipated that subsequent

studies might be required in the near future in order to decide on the

most effective features of automation to purchase for installation at

the smaller sized terminals. The evidence concerning the featum s that

contribute most to conflict reduction is not clear and is reported

elsewhere (Appendix A). What is clear is that ARTS as a total s'stem

of automation was able to demonstrate fewer conflicts for traf.-3c

samples that differed, on the average, by as few as five unknr'", air-

craft. The relevant yardstick for judging the comparabilit'- c,;' the

ARTS vs. the simulated world is, therefore, not the percentige of air-

craft that had transponders, but, rather, the probability/ that as many

as five unknown or VFR aircraft could be expected at auy instant on the

radar scope of a candidate ARTS III terminal. Table 16 indicates that

this probability is quite high. At the instant shown, there was an

average of 41 unknown aircraft at all of the candidiate locations at

which measurements were taken. The conclusion ia drawn that from the

view of both total numbers of instantaneous airborne targets, and

numbers of unknown targets, the simulated world employed traffic levels

which were well below those encountered in the real world. Any results

which depend on the level of traffic activity used in the simulation are,

therefore, likely to occur realistically.

- - * i 4 /
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Tables 16 and 17, which compare total numbeLs of known and unknown

aircraft within the terminal area also suggest that the current criteria

for installing ARTS equipment be modified. The measure of traffic

activity 'hat is more appropriate to estimating the probability of a

midair collision is the total number of aircraft within the terminal

area, and not merely the number of operations at the priwary terminal.

For this reason, Table 18 has been amended to include itinerant opera-

tions at all secondary airports h"ing cortrol towars within the juris-

diction of the primary airport. This table was used in the subsequent

estimation of costs and benefits attributable to ARTS III. Despite

the marked increased activity cver the numbers previously shown for

operations at the primary airport only, shown in Table 2, Table 18

still understates the measure of activity that is most appropriate to

a determination of the likelihood of a midair collision, i.e., the

total number of aircraft that traverse the terminal airspace.

The activity levels shown in Table 18 are an understatement

because they do not include: 1) military operations at military

bases within the jurisdiction of the primary terminal; 2) operations

at secondary airports without control towers; 3) aircraft which are

flying through the terminal zone and which do not originate or

terminate as an operation at either the primary airport or at any

of the secondary airports within the terminal area; 4) all local

traffic.

•mm'.3
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F. COST/BEVEFIT ANALYSIS

Rationale: If one had an estimate of the costs required to
purchase a new option, and he had a dollar measure of the benefits
they were expected to provide, a simple choice mechanism would be to
purchase the option if the benefits were any amount greater than the
costs. Notice that the extent of the bargain -- the excess of
benefits over costs -- does not enter into the choice. This
mechanism for choosing is sufficient for the decision at hand, one
which is limited to a choice between two competing systems: ARTS
and manual. It is not a sufficient mechanism, however, for deciding
whether some other expenditure might not be more rational for the
FAA. It cannot, tor example, be used to decide whether it is
better to invest in the construction of improved runways, or in
new ways to maintain navigational facilities, etc. Nor can this
rationale be used to decide whether the Nation were better off
in investing in welfare reform, better schools, cancer research,
or farm subsidies. These decisions are left to others.

In the preceding sections the difficulties in ascribing dollar

benefits to a new system designed to perform a complex job were dis-

cussed. The usual, but important, problems of attributing dollars to

such items as 1) lower variability in controller performance or, 2) the

identification of emergency situations were cited as examples. Moreover,

the problems associated with the double counting of benefits was, likewise,

discussed. There were some 80 different indices used in this study, all

intending to measure a different dimension of the controller's job, but

many were probably redundant reflections of the very same facet of this

1 ob. However, this latter difficulty is frequently regarded as more of

a loophole, than a problem. If, for example, there were an infinite

number of beneficial attributes associated with a system, then it would

be possible to justify the most expensive of systems, merely by assigning

the modest estimate of one dollar per attribute. Is it any wonder then

why many research companies being paid to perform cost/benefit analyses
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stay up late at night thinking up more attributes, or new names for old

ones? There is, of course, a need to close this loophole by imp~sig a

strict discipline upon the number of attributes for which dollar benefits

can be claimed: they must represent an independent facet of some essential

dimension of a system's performance.

This restriction is met for the present study by limiting the number

of indices for which dollar benefits are claimed to a single one --

index 54. This index measures the time that certificated controllers

were in conflict with aircraft of the IFRx VFR variety while working

identical traffic samples with both the ARTS and manual systems. This

time in conflict is then tranalated into the probabi lity of a midair

collision. The avoidance of such collisions is, undoubtedly, an important

function of the controller's job.

In general, the method for determining whether a specific terminal

location qualifies for an ARTS III installation will be to compare the

costs of installing and maintaining this system with the benefits from

the expected reduction in numbers of midair collisions at this location.

A cost co benefit ratio which is less than, or equal to, unity, qualifies

the terminal.

Summary of Method for Determining the C/B Ratios

The incremental costs needed to purchase ARTS III eqv.pment at ill

29 sites is estimated below to be $33.4 million. Suppose a midair

collision to have a dollar (dis) benefit of $22.2 million. Then

33.4/22.2, or 1.5 midairs would have to be avoided for the entire useful
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life of the equinent i. order to warrant the purchase of ARTS IMI. The -

useful life of AMrS IIn is, probably, close to 20 years, but since all

new improvents in technology are usually vulnerable to being made

obsolete prematurely by never improvemets in technologythe more

conservative estimate of ten years was- used in the study. For the sa,-

of arithmetic, assume that there are 30-installation sitis, so that

1.5/30, or 0.05 midairs must, on the avrage,,be avoided at each

terminal location included in the third lot buy for the entire period -

of ten years in order to justify the purchase of ARTS III.

Other estimates for costs ($C) and, (dis)beaefits of midair colli-

sions ($B) define a new ratio that establishes the reduction in midair.

collisions that are necessary to justify the purchase of ARTS at each

terminal location. The analysis which follows will attempt to estimate

this ratio by: 1) determining the ten year system costs that are,

envisioned for the ARTS and the manual programs; the difference in these

system costs is the numerator of the ratio, 2)l estimating the value or

dollar benefit resulting from avoiding'the occurretice of a midair colli-

sion. This .benefit was estisated, at first, as a parameter value that

depended upon the decision maker's subjective valuation of the expected

number of fatalities per midair accident, and his estimate of the dollar

worth of each human's life. The number of miidair collisions expected at

each terminal location was derived from the historical record of

accidents occurriug in our Nation's airspace. The reduced numbers of

accidents expected at e&ch location were based upon the results of the

p4
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simualated azperiit; ~54.. Ib somy grapk Figze 10 Cp. 1")

SIs presented as the resulting analytical tool for decidi betwen the

ARTS sod maul systems of air traffic control. Figure 10 indicstes the

value that -t be placed on a -idai collision In orer to justhfy the

purchase of ARTS M for a termimfin havfr any give level of traffic

activity. TKhs Is a convenient way to avoid having to ke subjectiwe

a jud ws uhich ame better left to others. Te decision e is required

to set a dollar value on tue cost of aver trg an accident that be tbieks

is justified.

However, a study deal~ii% with re~alstic choices that matter cannot

afford the lutury of avoiding key issues. The study most, at least,

- present a guideline for decision maki . For this reascm , an estimate of

j -dollar costs per accident is presented in Table 24 for a variety of

midair collisions involving several sizes of aircraf. vith differing

numbers of occupants, earning various levels of izome. The decision

"maker can then enter Figure 10 wIth any value, based upon his subjective

estimate of the dollar benefits to be derived fron cverting an accident.

A matrix of collision probabilities likely to occur in the next decade is

shewn in Table 23. Or, he can choose to enter Figure 10 with a conservative

estimate -- the least costly end of the spectrum of values -- of the

dollar benefits for averting a "typical" accident. This accident is

represented by the weighted average of the matrix of collision possi-

bilities shown in Table 23. By using the least costly estimate for an

: average accident, the decision maker would conclude, as the study does, that

'1
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secndryairports within the ra" "ad jursito of theprny

airport's radar. The graphical presentation of these data in Figure 8

-reweals that a nar proportional, statistically stigificamt, relation-

ship exists hetseen the ofr of iear misses reparted and the record

of traffic acivity. this relationship was used below to estimate the

HI er of near miss incidents that are likely to occur at any given

terniml, but for purposes of the discuision at hand thiz relationship

was first used to estiinte the total e of midair accidents that

can be expected to occur in FY 1977. The nmbier of idair accidents

reported in 1968 was 38. The ratio of the nuber of total operations

forecast for 1977 compared to 198 is 1.64. Assuming that hazardous

ear isses provide a good proxy for actual accidents (the cliche, '"here

there's smoke there's fire" will have to suffice in place of a nore

elegant explanation which szys the same thing), we have a logical basis

for expecting that the number of midair accidents in 1977 will be

38 x 1.64 = 62.

The identical method, without the explanation, is used by the

National Transportation Safety Board to forecast their estimate of the

number of accidents likely to occur iz the next decade.

"Forecasts indicate a growth by a factor of 1.7 in the
general aviation fleet and by a factor of 1.5 in the air carrier
fleet over the next 10 years. In the same time period, the total
number of operations of these fleets will be half again as large
as they are todayo, Assuming the accident and fatality rates are
the same for the uext 10 years as they were for the last 10, we
would expect the xumber of such accidents to increase by 50 percent-
that is, 335 accidents and 792 fatalities for the 10 year period." L0/

10_/ "port of Proceedings of the NESB into the Midair Collision Problem,
p. 1; sea Eaf. 10.



For this study, thP nmber of operations forecasted for !Y 19e7were obtained fro a officiall F& estimates: 211 -

1•Y 1%8 FT/ 1977 Ratio

Total !in3e--ant Opretio•s 32.4 53.2 1.64
(millions)

B. 2r=otoa of Midair Accidents at an Individual Ternina -

This section of the study atteW-_s to determine how the number of

midair accidents forecast for FY 1977 (a total of 62) wil! be distributed

aong those terminal locations identified in the third lot buy of ARTS III

equipment. TIhe probability that one of these locations will have an

AWS III preventable accident is represented by the product of three

separnte probabilities:

1) P1 = The probability that the accident will occur in a terminal

area.

2) P2 The probability that the accident will be of the "unknown"

vs. "known" (IFR x VFR) variety.

3) P3 = The probability that a given third lot buy location will

be one of the terminals at which the accident will occur.

The calculations of these separate probabilities are shown below.

They are based on the "Near Miss Collision Report of 1968." The data

from this report used in this study are reproduced as Table 21.

The probability of a midair collision occurring in the terminal I
area was calculated as the ratio of the number of near misses reported

21/ "Aviation Forecasts, Fiscal Years 1972-1983," Office of Aviation
Economics, FAA; September 1971.
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Table 20

Record of Hazardous Near-Misses in Terminal Areas, 1968

Near-Miss CY 1968 -4
Location Incidents Traffic Activity (1()

IFR; VFR
1. Los Angeles 74 87.8
2. New York 53 151.1
3. San Francisco 38 131.4
4. washiftton 24 45.6
5. Philadelphia 15 52.5
6. San Diego 19 76.7
7. Chicago 21 109.0
8. Phoenix 12 105.6
9. Kansas City 11 44.7

10. -Tmnver 17 43.0
11. Columbus 6 42.0
12. DilLas 10 61.4
13. Seattle 11 47.0

14. Detroit 7 69.8
15. Oklahoma City 9 37.9
16. Atlanta 6 59.5S17. Indianapolis 5 19.7

S18. Miinneapolis 9 s4.7

19. Norfolk 6 41.4
20. Cleveland 7 36.0
21. Miami I0 124.5

S22. Tampa 7 46.7
23. Dayton 6 31.9
24. Honolulu 8 30.4
25. Houston 7 41.4
26. Sacremento 8 47.2
27. St. 'Louis 8 39.2
2F. Boston 6 46.5
29. Buffalo 6 20.7
30. Las Vegas 7 35.5
31. Memphis 6 21.2.
32. Pittsburgh 3 36.8
33. Portland, Ore. 3 22.3
34. San Antonio 4 67.9
35. Louisville 3 26.7
36. New O.::.]eans 3 36.6
37. Cincinnati 2 22.9
38. El Paso 2 15.8
39. San Juan 2 29.3
40. Nashville 2 17.1

TOTAL NEAR MISSES 496 Total Primary and Secondary Airports

SOURCE: Near Midair Collision Report of 1968, FAA., July 1969..
Traffic Activity, Office of Aviation Economics, EC-200



in the terminal area (719; from Tabie 21) divided by the total number

of hazardous incidents L-ecorded (1,128 p. ix of su-mmary to report).

719

1128 = 0.64

The probability that a collision will be between an IFR and a VFR

aircraft was calculated as the ratio of the number of incidents of this

type in the terminal area (395, as shown in Table 21) divided by the

total number of terminal incidents.

P2 (217 + 54 + 124) = 0.55

719

The inclusion of this single category of collision, IFR x VFR, is

necessary in order to make the inferences drawn from the real world

conform to the experimental findings: Index 54 is a maasure of the time

in conflict for the specific interaction of IFR x V"R. aircraft.

The probability that an accident will occur at an individual terminal

included in the third lot buy was postulated to depend on the traffic

activity at this terminal. Table 20 indicater the terminal locations and

traffic activity for 496 incidents recorded out of the total of 719. A

graphical presentation of the postulated relationship between the number

of hazardous near misses reported and traffic activity is shown in

Figure 8. (The data are keyed to Table 20). The New York and Atlanta

facilities were excluded from the data used in determining the estimated

relationship because these facilities had ARTS equipment in place during

1968. In the case of Atlanta, this equipment was fully operational in
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-!ab 21 -

TERMINAL HAZARDOUS INCIDENTS( LOCATIONJ
(NETWORK ANALYSIS) TYPE OF FLIHT

I IFR/IFR'
ALTITUDE I FRIIF_

10I2~0 3PQ 40Q "

IERNER' • + " ~~R O N D U B E O N 5~,, o u , Eo__ _ _ _ o , '10 _1 . • 1•" • 3 1 1
I 1,st • , Qure -/ 66 IFR/VFR

2nd Quarter 81 12i0 3O Q 2 0Q
3rd Quarter 90 6/] ~~4 57, 66r, 51+ l ''• 217

I~~~ ~~ C l+w.v.4th Quarter 61
298 VFR/VFR

100 2°0'30(d 40A
TERMINAL I

1st Quarter 206 5/F
2nd Quarter 172 100 200 30Q 40'

3rd Quarter 200 2,000 FT. AGL AND ABOVE 2 0 1 0 3
4th Quarter 142 WITHIN 5 MILES
Tota1 , 719 Ist Quarter 33 IFRNVFR

Toa 792nd Quarter 15 1°__ 200 3-0 40Q .

*'INVOLVMMENT 3rd Quarter 18 2110 10",54
100 200 3Q 4° 4th Quarter 17

AC/AC'. 2 ' 3 3 1 .9 83 0 F/F
AC/GA 68 61 86 56 271 100 200 30Q 4O
AC/MIL 12 15 10 10 47 10 5 7 .4 26
GA/GA 57 40 57 36190
GA/MIL 55 46 37 36 174 1FR/IFR
MIL/MIL . 11 7 7 3, 28 _I FR-_1 20- 3 -Q 400.

TURBO/TURBO 14 10 13 5 42 GROUND TO 2,000 FT. AG, 2 1 1 6
TURBO/PISTON 109,103 104 89 405 WITHIN 5 MILES
TURBO/HELO 3 1 2 1 7 1st Quarter 106 IRF
PISTON/PISTON 75 -55 72 46 248 2120 30Q 4
PISTON/HELO 4 3 9 1 17 2_ 1_uvu7_ I 2°Q 34
HELO/HELO 0 0 0 0 0 3rd Quarter Q2 1 3- 2 3 2 124

4th Quarter 64

338 . VFRNFR 1
"100 200 3 00Q4 !` -%
'696947 79 33 208j

SOURCE: Reproduced, from "Near Midair Collision Report of 1963,"
Appendix C-1, p, 119.
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S1968. The Los Angeles terminal was also excluded as a special case or

S"outlier."1 The number of near misses recorded for the Los Angeles

terminal area was more than five standard deviations removed from the

average-value-expected for a terminal with its level of activity. (In

the case of 'Los Angeles the level of .raffic activity appropriate to the

estixiation of near misses is, obviously, understated in Table 20.)

The number of near misses reported in the terminal area was found to

be very nearly directly proportional to traffic activity as shown in

Figure 8. The estimating equation shown is statistically significant.

and accounts for approximately 50 percent of the variance in the data

for near misses in the terminal area. This represents an appreciable

explaining capability when one realizes how varied are the reasons for

a midair collision. Many factors influence and contribute to the

generation of a single datum point for an accident or near miss, and yet,

Swe can explain one half of the variation in these data with a single

explanatory variable; traffic activity. Besides, this variable is the

sole criterion being used for the installation of ARTS equipment. If,

for example, weather conditions or other variables were included as

significant explainers of near misses, then it would be imperative to

include these other variables as part of the conditions required for a

terminal to qualify for ARTS III. Since there is no stated intention to

impose an array of installation criteria for ARTS III -- traffic activity

is sufficient -- and, since there is no evidence that' the incremental

impact of increasing traffic levels on near miss incidents will be

.__ ____.. ... .w ag
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affected by the inclusion of other, unspecifi-A, variables, it is

appropriate to use the equation shown in Figure 8, as the basis for

estinating the number of near misses at a t:minal. 22/

Figure 9 was redrawn to include just those terminals included in

the third lot buy. An adjustment was also made to make the relationship

between near misses and traffic activity directly proportional. (The N

exponent of 0.98 was changed to 1.0. The better way to explain this

change is to state that the data do not refute the hypothesis that the

relationship is proportional). The number of near misses, Y, at a

terminal location with traffic activity, X (in millions), is given by:

Y - 17.8275X (1)

The percent of variation in the data that is explained by the single

variable., traffic activity, for these fewer numbers of terminals, ia

65 percent (statistically significant). A comparison of the actual near

misses recorded at ARTS III candidate locations with th• numbers estimated

by Equation (I) is shown in Table 22.

The probability that a near miss incident will occur at an individual

terminal is given by:

Near Misses at Individual Terminal
Near Misses at All Terminals

17.8275X (X= traffic activity in millions)

- 0.25x (2)

22/ mitere is no need for this exegesis if we go along with the NTSrp
and "assume" that accidents will he proportional to teaffic
activity; see Footnote 20. The study preferred to conduct an
independent analysis in order to confirm the relationship.
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21see Ref. 12-
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S• ..flict. 2.1

Thegrzbic '11re- of xa~ax 54, incm1 e in a Previo -s

I setIon of the report. is repeated below; Figure 5&.. The dz points

vhiem are sbcwm rearesent- crserwations for terk fjr-St ha-lf be= (f), j
the secDui bhalf hou (s) and the comb-imd ho=r (C) of the experiment.

in effect, the value sbzun for the full •oor has tvice the weigt as

the half h0- v-rMs, --- is the principal finming of the stu4d: the

Stim in conflict for all tea a2d all sap0_e types e2ployed

ir the exeriment was 149 seconds per each sirmilation hour for the manual

5-estam; 90 seconds for the A_•S s•istem. Eq a (4) -- midair accidents

are nroprtio-_al to time in co•_-lict -- s Euaio" (1) -- mdai'r

I accidemts as measured by the nuaher of near misses are proportional to

-the level of traffic activity - in.ply Equaticn (51.. The time in

co-lict is ' -roporicmal to the level of traffic activity.

-T =cX (5)

Figure SA is a graphical presentation of this equation. "Zhe pro-

porttionel. lnes were dra-wn through the origin (when there is no traffic,

there is no time in conflict) and a point which represents the combined
f

26__ This argmrent was suggested by A. H. Schainblatt of the University
j of California at Santa Barbara who, in the role of a general con-

,, sultant, was kind enough to read the earlier drafted versions of
this study. A description of an attempt to devise separation
standards by usizg rational methods consistent with his argument
is provided by the work of Holt and Marner; see Ref. l:.
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hour value for index 54. The slope of the lina :o. the time (in seconds)

spent in conflict is, therefore: 149 tfor manual; '0 for ARTS. This

results in a constant ratio of 90/149 = 0.6 to reflect the reduced time

spent in conflict for ARTS at all activity levels. From Equation (4)

-We -expect that the number of midair collisions will have the same ratio.

The percent reduction in midair collisions resulting from the use of

ARTS is, therefore, estimated as:

R = (1.0 - 0.6) = 0.4, or 40 percent (6)

D. $ Benefit for Avoiding an Accident

1) In this section of the study we permit this dollar benefit to

be a parameter; to assume whatever value is required to justify the

installation of ARTS III equipment at alternative levels of traffic

activity.

This value is obtained by solving the equation:

(A) " (B) " (C) " (D) =

62 0.0088X 0.4 $B $111,300 (7)

The value for E = $111,300 was determined in the preceding section as

the increment in annual costs required to install and operate an ARTS III

system for 10 years at a typical third lot location. An appropriate

point in time for canparing the added costs required to achieve given

benefits is halfway through the decade of intended use; i.e., FY 1977.

Figure 10 is a graphical presentation of Equation (7). It indicates

chat at the activity level forecast for the Syracuse terminal area in

_6I
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1977, the dollar benefits from avoiding a midair collision must be in excess

of $3.77 million. All other ARTS III terminal areas have traffic levels

which are forecasted to be higher than Syracuse and would, therefore,

require lower dollar benefits, as shown in Figure 10.

In order to complete our analyses of costs and benefits to determine

whether an ARTS III installation is justified at a given terminal location,

it remains for us to estimate the expected value of avoiding a midair

collision. On the basis of our analysis, we will use the decision rule

that an installation of ARTS III is justified at Syracuse, and, therefore,

at -ill other locations in the third lot buy, if thi s value exceeds $3.77 million.

2) Determination of the Value of Preventing a Midair Collision

We have attempted previously to advise the reader of the sub-
jective judgments that are required in even the most quantifiable and
objective portions of this study. It is now necessary to advise him that
this next section of analysis, the dollar value to be attributed to averting
a midair collision is inherently more subjective. And it should be. The
decision maker cannot avoid facing this decision head-on although quanti-
tative analyses can identify the subjective elements for him, narrow their
range, and indicate the sensitivity of the decision to these elements. But,
there are limits to the uses to which numbers can be put, and these must
be understood as well. For example, it may be a delusion to attempt to
estimate the value of an average accident when these values are not
linear, but are a series of discrete constraints defined by the whimsical
moods of society (' it were only possible to define society). This means
that while it is possible to estimate the costs of this accident or any
number that society will tolerate, these estimates have meaning only if
the "breaking point" has not been reached.

Perhaps, the public will tolerate one more midair collision
between airliners, that is, if a jumbo jet is not involved. But, it is
likely that two midair collisions would result in a public outcry to revamp
the Nation's air traffic control system. Does it make sense, then, to

Y J___ _
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estimate that onie accident will cost, say, $10 million and that two will,
therefore, cost $20 million? It does, only if the world of accidents
remains linear and if the "breaking point" has not been reached. However,
consideration of-where systems break down ma), indeed, be more appro-
priate to, decision making, even though it is often impossible to define this
breaking point numerically. Pleas by governmental agencies to the effect,
for example, that our "American way of life is threatened" or "the edu-
cation of children will be compromised" unless the public makes a given
investment may be realistic and highly relevant comments, even if they
are devoid of numerical content. The practical effect of invoking unquanti-
fied statements concerning where systems break down is that they may pro-
vide no guidelines whateveri All governmental agencies could plead that
a single unsafe incident in their jurisdiction was one too many and the
decision maker would have no rational method for allocating the Nation's
resources among many unquantified pleas. However, it is clear that the
assumption of a continuing linear relationship for the costs of accidents
that one is required to make in order to provide numerical substantiation
for the benefits claimed for ARTS III understates the advantages to be I
derived from this equipment.

For example, suppose that there were, saya 97 percent proba-
bility that as many as "Q" midair accidents would not occur if the present
manual syi•tem of control were in use. (Q is the level at which society
withdraws its acceptance of the Nation's air traffic control system.) A
central argument of this study is that the use of ARTS equipment is likely
to increase this probability; say, to 98 percent. This is an essential
"piece of information that should be made known to the decision maker,
but an analytical method which assumes that accidents may be aggregated
linearly without regard for the limiting Q value is not able to provide
this critical information.

Since the analytical method we intend to use in the following
section understates the advantages of ARTS III --- it is more difficult to
justify an investment decision in a linear world in which the costs of
accidents can be aggregated continuously--- this study will assume that
such a world exists, and that neither the ARTS nor manual systems of
control will result in numbers of midair collisions that exceed society's
level of acceptance.

LI4
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There are three princip4. populations of aircraft -- air carrier;

general ;aviation; military -- in ttio flight-rule categories -- R;

-VR--vie1din ..A, ýtogg. -of _PIie 'Poszsible. 'zariot.ies of C ollsin

involving all aircraft populations flying both sets rules. Th-

matrix of possibilities is shown in Table 23.

The probabilities of each type of colision are shown in Table 23

as the product of the relative proportion of aircraft in each~of the

three categories of aircraft types and the two kinds of flight ruies

that were forecast to be controlled by the Birmingham, Alabama, terminal

i, 1977. Birmingham was selected as a representative facility in the

third lot procurement. , -

TAble 24 is a comnilation of the data used'to value an accident in

each of the 'population categories. Low and high estimates are shown. The

average value of a typical. midair cQllision (at a representative terminal

like Birmingham) was estimated to be the weighted average of the proba I

bilities and dollar values for the nine possible types of collisions.

A low estimate of $7.32 million' and a high of $120 million result

from this compilation. n

. • The low estimate of $7.32 million for the average midair c.ollision [
expected in 1977 in a terminal area such as Birningham, is more than

sufficient to justify the installation of ARTS ii ,at all third lot

locations. The margin of acceptance at Syracuse, the low end of the

activity scaie, is about two to one; $7.32 million benefitj allowed;

$3.77 millions expected!

S!
-,.I
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Table 23

OF AL AWEMPICKND ýýTR KR-FI
-- in koportioni of V? raffc lrj

of II (1) (2)6 (3)
rr_ 7fic 'ri AC = .013 CA = .867 MAI = .120 sm =!.00

(1) PC .527 .,K.9 (iz:) .4559 (1mz2) .0632 (mx3)

(11) CA .334 .0043 (Iji) .2896 (1z2) .C40i (!7Wz3)

(III) M1l = .139 .C018 (Iflz!) .1205 (I1Wz2) .0167 (I1-.3)

SU== 1.00

Notes: IFR and VFR proportions raere comL'ted from traffic at Bix-ii-bl
(to represent the airports in the third lct procurent) as fore-
cast for PY 1977.

IK "-The computed ratios in this table were xmutiplied by the oiw and
high (separately) dollar values show-n in Table 19 to obtain the
following estimates of the cost of a midair colliion:

I*Li estimate = $7,320,000
High estimate = $120,000,000

The formula for the computation is:

3 3•i T. 7: ri.j (Vi + vj)
Si=lj=l

Example: .0069 (12 + 12) = .1656
.0043 (12 + 0.22) = .0525
.0018 (12 + 1.4.5) .0242
.4569 (12 + 0.22) = 5.5833
.2396 (0.22 + 0.22) = .1274
.1205 (1.45 + 0.22) = .2012
.0o'2 (12 + 1.45) = .8500
.0401 (1.45 + 0.22) = .0670
.0167 '1.45 + 1.45) = .0484

Weighted Average $7.12 million
Governmient investigation cost .20

U Low Average Value of Typical Midair $7.32 millionS-' GoerIn inetgtoncs12
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B2-iZatP SeF i= 1.5 2.922
T-er•,. _. 3.21-1=

"�'•_1-a-555 3.550
Wec- S , 1.122 3.783

~Sl~i: T.!id., T-ab.e A-!.

2. r.=- Sa~tsti~- A 2alsis of co_-flicts Beata

1b. fOliDcirZ eescriptioms 2--tad aa pr-ese a,-tiis of thase data

Sbeen repr._we fxcaa• th mr rer.

"04.3 Regressi-nMe"hedo orgy'

A an :nf.na .part of th.e projectoMMM agreed to ru some
,m,-lti-ple regr-essionms int, e area of• safety and] in-,.x of
order •li£ess. "Threee versions of index of orde-rliness w-ere
su~p_ e by ruI&C, z-d the assuption is nade, for the
pu.rp--oses of tese - -ressions, that index of orderliness is
a valid zmeasure o-'i conflicts, or potential miadair collisions.*

Ihree regressions were verformed,*

regression §1

i.-. + I (t iFR 0 VFR 1  Mode

regression -2

I.0. = = a Rp Modeb

regression #3

1.0. +1= a LINK

It

-•- - - q !
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a. ~~ r the regressioam p~aeters to be determined
(dX.frae=.e f=r ezch regression fim)

1.0. = i;n&X of orderlines
IM= ER radar caxmt
VR= TE radr- cec---

Fode- = fraction Yade C ec-cine-d aircraft
M= radar cavrmt of all ummv ai af ere umn!cun -is def ined

as fol eroas:
'all Mnual - an WER

A37S I - al. nom-made C V•R

pata for the regressions -as azvailble for each minue of each
zua. ¶ie regression was r~m separ-ately for_ --nual and aR-S,
certiicated and non-certificated; thus there were 18 z 60 - 1080
data ponts per --egression.

All three regressions are Jn exmmet forn. They =ay be
converted to a lnear form by takimg logaritms of both sides,
as follows:

log (1.0-+ i) = logGa+ a 0og l + Og R + 6 R+ log HOE
log (1.0. +1) = loga Cl 3 lg H~R- blog YOME

l0g (1 .0. -1) = 10og 10 UTi9

The logarithm operation demands that no original variable take
on a zero value. it is for this reason that the regressions
are with i.0 + 1 as the dependent variable, since 1.0. can
assu a zero value. In cases s.ere the independent variables
assumed zero values, a small positive value was substituted.
Standard programs were iB9's Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP)
for System 360 were employed to effect the regressions. The
output is su:=arized in Appendix. E."

-- SOURCE: 'Results of MITRE's ARTS III
Validation Effort," Ibid
Ref. 8.

-'The form of the regression equations were specified in advance. The
first of these versions recorded all potential conflicts without regard
for whether violations were in the horizontal or vertical direction.
The seceiid version recorded violations in both directions, but included
severe violations only. The third version was similar to the second, but
the separation standards were somewhat relaxed.

+ -- + •--'/ •+ -- =- -, -"• ", ,'+ +"%;--
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3. Interoretation of MITRE's Regression Statistics

Coents Will Le confined to the index of orderliness version

uni•bers 2 and 3 for certificated controllers. Version nucber I re:lects

slant range separation only for which no legal standard exists. Paid

in keeping with our previous discussions, the interpretation of trainee

performance will be limited solely to inferences about the ability to

train controllers.

Regression number 1 tells us we can infer that the number of V

conflicts grow at a rate which is less than the square of the traffic

(the rate to expect if a "gas molecule" collision model were appropriate).

The exponent for !FR traffic ranges from 0.6 to 1.0.. These values are

statistically significant; they exceed their standard deviation by more

than a factor of two.

However, the exponent to the level of VFR traffic does not differ

statistically from zero. This result was not unexpected since the

experimental design employed in the NAFEC simulation did not have

sufficient variation in VFR traffic to estimate a reliable coefficient

for this variable. VFR traffic was approximately constant in the

experiment, and the statistical analysis confirms this.

The exponent to the proportion of Mode C behaves according to

expectation in that it is a negative value; the higher the proportion

of Mode C, the fewer the conflicts. But, there is a minor anomaly

in that one would expect this relation to hold only for the ARTS III

S....2 :) .... _ _........ ..... ..... ... . .. I •
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Regression #1Ic

1. 0 -FI- G IFRO VFRY, Modeb

Correlation Coefficients

Version. Runs r.c. r.c. s.d. r.c. s.d. r.c. s.d. IFR VFR Mode Multiple
I MAIN - CER -304 .574- .070 -. 016 .021 -. 413 .202 .28 .15 -. 02 .29

ARTS- CER .316 .506 .062 -. 011 .019 -. 732 .187 .28 .15 -. 08 .30
MA N -NCER .342 .557 .079- -. 026 .023 -. 399 .217 .23 .12 -. 03 .24
ARTS-NCER .268 .624 .067 -. 050 .020 -. 601 .195 .28 ..11 -. 06 .30

2 MAN - cER. .144 1.022 .104 -.043 .031 -. 801 .301 .32 .16 -. 04 .33
ARTS- CER .156- .916 .096 -. 012 .029 -1.301 .290 .32 .18 -. 09 .34
MAM -NCER .218 .889 .112 -. 039 .033 -. 814 .305 .26 .13 -. 05 .28
ARTS-NCER .130 1.131 .100 -. 128 .030 -. 727 .290 .31 .09 -. 05 .34

3 -MAN - CER .233 .782 .084 -. 043 .025 -. 117 .24-1 .30 .14 -. 001 .31
ARTS- CER .308 .626 .076 -. 013 .023 -. 748 .228 .28 .16 --. 06 .30
MAN -NCER .403 .591 .094 '-.023 .028 -. 453 ý256 .22 .11 -'CZ .22
ARTS-NCER .251 .763 .079 -4072 .024 -. 566 .230 .28 .10 -. 05 .30

Ai

Io
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system. Logically, Mode C is a silent contributor to the manual system.

It should have no effect 6n conflicts. Version 3 behaves nicely in that

thu exponent foi this variable does not differ from zero for the manual

system', whereas it is-a negative value for ARTS. Version.2, however,

shows a negative value for both systems. This is due, probably, to the

fact that the equation forms used in regression 1 could not differentiate

between specific transponder features: an aircraft with a Mode C

transponder was still able to provide a double slash symbology when the

' manbalI system was being used. Therefore, the greater the proportion. :of

Mode C equipped aircraft, the fewer the conflicts; even for the manual

system. 'However, in all versions for the index of orderliness, the

negative value is larger for the ARTS system, as it should o,.

2i Regression number 2, deletes VFR traffic as an explanatory variable,

since it was expected that its effect would not be significant. There is

little change in the results. The exponent to IFR is about at the same

level; a range from 0.6 to 0.9. Both sets of equations show a lower

growth rate in conflicts using ARTS. The exponent to the proportion of

Mode C transponders shows the same pattern uescribed previously in

regression number 1.

Regression 3, attempted to pinpoint the contribution made by

Mode C; to differentiate between double slash identity available from

the manual system and the actual reporting of altitude information. It

"should be noted that the growth rate for ct'.nflicts as the number of

"unknown" aircraft grows is less for ARTS than manual. Moreover, the (

-Er-



Regression #2

"1.0 + I IFR Mode

Correlation
j Coefficient

version Runs r.c. r.c. s.d. IFR Mode Multiple

I MAN - CER .327 .540 .055 -. 428 .201 .28 *-.02 .29
ARTS- CER .332 .486 .049 -. 741 .187 .28 -. 08 .30
MAN -NCER .385 .502 .062 -. 430 .215 .23 -. 03 .24
'RTS-NCER .332 .520 .053 -. 668 .193 .28 -. 06 .29

2 MAN- CER .174 .933 .082 -. 838 .300 .32 -. 04 .33
ARTS- CER .165 .892 .076 -1.311 .289 .32 --.09 .35
MAN -NCER .259 .808 .087 -. 860 .302 .26 -. 05 .28
ARTS-NCER .227 .866 .079 -. 898 .290 .31 -. 05 .32

3 MAN - CER .282 .694 .066 -. 354 .241 .30 -. 001 .30
ARTS-:CER .325 .600 .060 -. 758 .227 .28 -. 06 .30
MAN -NCER .447 .542 .073 --. 480 .254 .22 -. 03 .22
ARTS-NCER .343 .614 .062 -. 662 .229 .28 -. 05 .29

AL

-_-
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Regression #3

1.o +I a UWK~

Correlation Coefficient

a '
Version Runs r.c. r.c. s.d. Unknown =Multiple

1 MAIN- CER 1.620 .084 .017 .15
ARTS- CER 1.818 .023 .007 .10

'MAIN -NCER 1.741 .071 .019 .12

~2 ARTS-NCER 1.873 .002 .007 .01

MAN - CER 2.892 .135 .025 .16
ARTS-t-ER 3.696 .046 .011 .13

MAN -NCER 3.104 .114 .026 .13
ARTS-NCER 3.722 .003 .011 .01

3 MAIN - CER 2.109 .097 .020 .14
ARTS- CER 2.530 .029 .009 .10

MAIN -INCER 2.286 .079 .022 Ill

ARTS-NCER 2.505 .002 .009 .01

A
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FIGURE AL.

CONFLICTS VS.M UNKNOWN RADAR COUTfF
MANUAL-ARTS

CONFLICTS MEASURED BY INDEX OF ORDERLINFSS
2.0- REGRESSiGN NUMBER 3

[IO+l al=2.3

1.8 , =.097 MANUAL MANUAL

INDEX OF
ORDERUNESS

1.4 - ARTS

1.2-
SOURCE:

REGRESSION 3 MITRE

1.0 I I,

0 1 2 4 6 8 10
NUMBER INSTANTANEOUS RADAR TARGETS; UNKNOWNS.
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difference In •-rate of grcth betueen 1M znd ===I=a! is statistic2arlly

signiffIcant. Figure A-1 is a grapb:ca p-esenteation •f this res=lt.

Thils resualt would have ~nepractical s ignficance if the expLeauatory power

of the regression equation -vre greater. Ihis pamer is &-fined by cle

coefficiert of correlation; the square of this ccefficient represets

"j/• the Percent of the total variation in the data that is accoted for_ by

the sizgle variable: '%_knorwn aircraft.," This percent is lew for

j -regression nuzers I and 2 (ID percent of the variance is explained), j
and even lower for regression n=er 3 (2-3 percent of the variance is

"accounted for). But, correlation analysis tells us that this percentage

] contribution by Mode C is iighly significant statistically; the

coefficient of correlation is five times as Large acs one would expect

- from a random sample of the size used in this analysis (1080 data

points). But, the causes of conflicts, as revealed by the correlation

"-" analyses described above, are so varied that even though we can claim

that, statistically speaking, the number of unknown aircraft explainsj.•- the occurrence of conflicts to a significant degree, as a practical

matter they do not explain very much (97 percent of the variation in

conflict data remains unexplained).

4. TSC Statistical Analysis of Conflict Data

A parallel effort was undertaken by TSC to determine the isolated
= I contribution made by the addition of Mode C capability. This effort was

I. concerned primarily with an examination of those aircraft which came

9- into conflict. Sophisticated mathematical techniques were employed to

C ! 4 !--
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usefulness. Tse study was not designed to provide conlusive information

regarding what specific feature of ARTS d I was most useful; Mode C,

ground speed, alphanumeric identity, etc. it was intended only to

comnpare the pack-age of ARTS III automation with the manual system of

air traffic control. The follow-on analyses revealed that a newly

devised experiment, not further manipulation of the conflict data, is

required to answer more specific questions concerning ARTS III.

in summnary, while the inability to separate the cantribution made

by individual ARTS III features is a disappointing result of the total
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